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This book is made possible by the work of Gary R. Wallster, son of Barbara (Bingham) Wallster,
and Elmer Wallster.Gary has spent thousands of hours tirelessly collecting and transcribing a
voluminous amount of Bingham Family history. He has travelled far and near to collect and
record our history—which reaches far back to our origins in Ireland. We are fortunate to be the
recipients of his wonderful work.To include all of Gary’s records is beyond the scope of this
book; therefore I have limited this compilation to:Part 1 — The Bingham Bulletins.Part II —The
listed records of the Bingham family.Part III—The records and photos of Elizabeth (Prentiss)
Bingham)and her husband Clyde A. Bingham—and their children.

About the AuthorGary R. Wallster was born in Boston, Massachusetts on the first of November,
1960. The fourth of five children born to Elmer and Barbara (Bingham) Wallster, he and the
family lived in Holbrook until 1967, when the family moved to Parsippany, New Jersey. As a
teenager Gary pursued two loves of his life, film making and researching the family history.
However, with little money available from his newspaper route, neither could be pursued to their
fullest extent, especially genealogy which demanded travel given the lack of computers and
records available on the Internet during the 1970s. After graduating from the County College of
Morris in New Jersey with an A.S. in Computer Science, Gary pursued and graduated with a B.S
in Business Administration from Ronan University, formally known as Glassboro State College.
He accepted a position with AT&T as computer programmer and in 1990 moved to Orlando,
Florida. It was here, after visiting the Orlando Public Library and its Genealogy section, that Gary
continued on in his quest to uncover the past. Gary has two children by his first marriage, Evan
and Julia, and from his marriage to Frances Diaz in 2014, has two step-children, Nahir and
Christian Rivera. Now a project manager with IBM, he and the children currently reside in
Kissimmee, Florida. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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—Thank you Gary. —Mom Barbara A. (Bingham) WallsterGary,Clyde and Elizabeth didn’t talk
much about their families when I was growing up, so it’s interesting to know a little about some of
my ancestors.—Thank you—Uncle Al Albert G. BinghamGary,It’s exiting that all of your hard
work has come together. It was awesome going to the cemetery, in Lawrence Mass., with you
along with that shovel. (Gary and I made a trip to the Belevue Cemetery in Lawrence, Mass. We
took a shovel along to fix the gravestone.)—Thank you—Uncle DonDonald C. BinghamGary,The
time money and effort you expended must have been a great deal more than just a few hours
sitting at home writing to libraries or reading genealogy books. The pictures and in-depth history
you recorded is proof of your diligence in detailing the family history.Thank you—Uncle Richard
Richard P. BinghamGary,We sure are lucky to have someone like you in the family—with your
smarts talents and perseverance. We thank you for this enormous undertaking.Gary, I am
thankful for the work Gary did in researching the Bingham/Prentiss family. I appreciate all the
time and energy he put in. It is a great way to carry on the family history for future generations.—
Thank you—Aunt Bonnie Bonnie Mae (Bingham) Dalton —Thank you—Aunt Janice Janice E.
(Bingham) RenchGary,This inspired detective work unravels the maze of the Bingham Family
History—from County Down, Ireland to Lawrence Mass.—and beyond. A precious gift of light
that will shine on for future generations. Thank you so much.—Uncle Ken Kenneth E. Bingham—
BINGHAM - (BIGHAM)—DESCENDANTS OFSAMUEL AND MARY (RUSSELL)
BIGHAMCOUNTY DOWN, IRELAND TO NEW ENGLANDCIRCA 1800 - 2013by—GARY R.
WALLSTER—Bingham (Bigham) Descendants of Samuel and Mary (Russell) Bigham County
Down, Ireland Circa 1800 - 2013By Gary R. Wallster Edton 1, 2013Copyrght © 2013vD edicated
to those who came before us, those who are with us now, and those yet to come...vDromara
County Down, Irelandv—CONTENTS—Introduction xiPart I— BulletinsbyGary R. WallsterJuly
1993 Vol.1 - No. 1 3July 1993 Vol.1 - No. 2 11 July 1993 Vol.1 - No. 3 19 July 1993 Vol.1 - No. 4
29July 1993 Vol.2 - No. 1 39July 1993 Vol.2 - No. 2 49July 1993 Vol.2 - No. 3 59July 1993 Vol 2 -
No. 4 69July 1993 Vol.3 - No. 1 79July 1993 Vol.3 - No. 2 89July 1993 Vol.3 - No. 3 99July 1993
Vol.3 - No. 4 109July 1993 Vol.4 - No. 1 119July 1993 Vol.4 - No. 2 129July 1993 Vol.4 - No. 3
139July 1993 Vol.4 - No. 4 149Part II—Descendants of Samuel and Mary (Russell)Descendants
Of Samuel And Mary (Russell) 157Part III—Records and photos of Elizabeth (Prentiss) Bingham
and her husband Clyde Bingham and their children.Chapter 1 - Elzabeth (Prentss) Bngham 3
Chapter 2 - Clyde Bngham 9 Chapter 3 - Chldren of Clyde and Elzabeth 17 x—Introduction—
This book is made possible by the work of Gary R. Wallster—my nephew and frend.Gary has
spent thousands of hours trelessly collectng and transcrbng a volumnous amount of Bngham
Famly hstory. He has travelled far and near to collect and record our hstory—whch reaches far
back to our orgns n Ireland. We are fortunate to be the recpents of hs wonderful work.To nclude
all of Gary’s records s beyond the scope of ths book; therefore I have lmted ths complaton
to:Part 1 —The Bngham Bulletns.Part II —The lsted records of the Bngham famly.Part III—The



records and photos of Elzabeth (Prentss) Bngham) and her husband Clyde A. Bngham—and
ther chldren.We thank Gary for ths work that wll shne far nto the future.Thank you Gary. —Uncle
Ken, and all family members. (Kenneth E. Bingham) jorden 2323@msn.comxJuly 1993 Vol. 1.
No. 1In the Beginning...There are two questions I am constantly asked when discussing
genealogical research and the family history, so I thought I might start by addressing both of
those since some of you might be wondering the same thing. The first is, 'What ever made you
get started in a hobby like this?'Good question.As a boy I was always curious about our family
history, so I would ask my folks from time to time about it. And they, like most everybody else,
didn't know that much, but tried their best in the little they knew with a few names and some
general information. "Oh, your grandfather came from Sweden and his father was a silversmith.
He died when he was pretty old. You have some English in you, and a little Irish. I think.""That's
it? You've got to be kidding! What about the castles they lived in? The skeletons in the closets?
The dark mysteries of the past? Tell me more! I want to know more!" Fact of the matter, big guy,
mom and dad didn't know anymore.Needless to say I was rather disappointed with their
answers, so I decided to take the issue up with a higher being - the Bureau of Records and Vital
Statistics.Now back then when I was fourteen or fifteen I couldn't accomplish a whole heck of a
lot on a paper boy's salary when I was shelling out $5 or $10 a pop for a death certificate and the
only set of wheels I owned had spokes. I had some success, but for the most part, I found out
very little.As a matter of fact, I still have the original family chart I drew. It's really pretty pathetic.
It's a couple of pieces of yellowed notebook paper taped together (the tape has yellowed, too)
with about ten names on it. I keep it to remind myself just how far I have come.Then, a little more
than two years ago, I was reading a magazine and in it was an article which advertised "Your
personal family history". Give them $30 and a surname and they'll give you a history of the
families complete with a listing of their descendants. It triggered something inside of me, so I
sent in $60 (yes, I was dumb enough to buy two) and dug out the old paperwork I had put
together as a teenager.The "personal family history" came back in the mail a few weeks later. It
was a total rip-off, providing limited information on a couple of people from the 1600s. I knew
right then I had to change my strategy, so I went to the library, read some books, and the rest fell
into place. And after two years of intensive research and answering a slew of questions I am just
as curious as ever and have a whole bunch of new questions.Will they all get answered?No.But
I'm sure going to try to find the answer to as many of them as I can. Quite simply, the reason I got
started in all this research was a natural curiosity; the desire to know more about myself and my
past.The second question inevitably is, 'How do you do all this?'Good question.Well, there are
books and classes given to teach the art of genealogy and it would take hours talking or writing
about the whole process, so I won't. But what I will do is give you the essence of how to do
genealogy in a paragraph or two.Over the ages a number of institutions (Federal, state, religious,
etc.) have kept records for a number of reasons on our ancestors, and many times these records
provide information or clues that tell us more about the past. The key to successful genealogical
research is knowing what records are available in the time and place your ancestor was living in,



and how to use them to your advantage. That can be done by going to a library that has a good
genealogical department. There you'll find a multitude of books that will tell you what records are
available, where to write, how much it'll cost, etc.But of course it's not quite that easy. Records
are lost, towns change name, and sometimes one person has five different birth dates. So it's
not all that easy.I decided to put this newsletter together to use it as a vehicle to talk about our
history, share with you how I found out what I have found, and to document my findings for future
generations.They say a genealogist is born every four generations. Perhaps one day one of my
descendants will travel a thousand miles to my grave, take a picture of my headstone, and
whisper a grateful "thanks" in the wind for the work I've left behind.In the end, the only thing that
really matters is that I satisfy some of my own curiosity, and be content in the knowledge that I
tried to preserve some of our family heritage.GRWThe First of the BinghamsSamuel Bingham,
born in Ireland circa 1844, was the first Bingham in our family to live in the United States. He
emigrated from Ireland in the late 1850s or early 1860s and married Mary Jane Anderson, also
from Ireland, in September of 1864. He worked at the woolen mills, and in between shifts, found
the time to have a number of children, including George Bingham, father of Clyde and George
Bingham.I spent weeks hunched over a microfilm viewer in a dark, stuffy room, developing a stiff
neck reading US Censuses (they are not indexed, you must read them page by page) finding out
that information. I had checked the 1860, 1870, 1880, 1900 (the 1890 US Census was destroyed
in a fire years ago), and 1910 Census. Samuel was listed with the family in the 1870 census, the
1880 census (shown on the next page), but not in the 1900 census. Mary Jane was there,
though, with some of the children, listed as a widower. Based on that, I realized Samuel must
have died sometime between 1880 and 1900.Brilliant.The next logical step was to write for his
death certificate from the state of Massachusetts, explaining he must of died in that time period
up in Lawrence. To my surprise, they wrote back informing me there was no listing in the death
index for a Samuel Bingham. So I wrote to the city of Lawrence itself, provided them with the
same information, and waited for an answer. Several weeks later I received a letter from them
saying there was no listing of a Samuel Bingham in their death index either.The same thing
happened with Samuel's wife Mary Jane (Anderson), who by 1910 was no longer listed in the
US Census for the city of Lawrence. I figured she must had died by then, since some of her
children were still listed as living at the house and she wasn't. Writing to both the state of
Massachusetts and the city of Lawrence, they both politely informed there was no record of a
Mary Jane Bingham dying between 1900 and 1915.1880 U.S. Census. The Bingham family from
Lawrence, Massachusetts. Listed at the bottom but still not yet named is George, just two weeks
old at the time.This was suppose tobe the easy part.KnowingMassachusetts had thebest, most
accuratevital records out of anyother state in thecountry, I knew I had aproblem. My mindstarted
playing games.I imagined themabducted by UFOs,killed in a mysteriouslove triangle, or sneaked
out of thecountry by the FederalWitness Program. Canyou imagine if somebody told
SamuelBingham back in 1880that someone morethan a hundred yearsfrom now would
bepissed off at him fornot dying nice andorderly and properlyand making sure he'dbe listed in



the deathindex for Massachusetts?I was not happy.The answers startedto come when I
flewnorth on a research triplast July. One of mystops included the NewEngland Historic
&Genealogical Societyin Boston, one of thebest genealogical libraries in the nation.Here lies a
vastcollection of vitalrecords, family histories, cemetery records, and a numberof other
resources including a book put together in the 1930s of all the individuals who were buried in
Bellevue Cemetery, Lawrence, MA.Now in obtaining George Bingham's death certificate from
1951 I realized he was buried in this cemetery, and it occurred to me if he was buried at
Bellevue, it was a good probability his father was too.I turned to the back of the index, checked
for Bingham and sure enough, listed among other Binghams was Samuel, born 1844 died 1884
age 40. Written next to his name was one other piece of information, something that made my
eyes bug out. It was the plot location for his tombstone. Not only did I know when he died, I could
go see his grave!Armed with this piece of information, I went back to the vital records for
Massachusetts (which were available on microfilm at this library) and bypassing the index, went
straight to the actual death record entries themselves for Lawrence, 1884, scrolling through
page by page. Several minutes later, his name showed up near the top of one of the pages.
Whoever put together the index for the death records for Massachusetts had missed Samuel's
entry, something that doesn't happen to often!Genealogist's PoxWARNING:Very contagious to
adults.SYMPTOMS:Continual complaint as to need for names, dates and places. Patient has
blank expression, sometimes deaf to spouse and children. Has no taste for work of any kind,
except feverishly looking through records at libraries and courthouses. Has compulsion to write
letters. Swears at mailman when he doesn't leave mail. Frequents strange places such as
cemeteries, ruins, remote, desolate country areas. Makes secret night calls, hides phone bills
from spouse and mumbles to self. Has strange, faraway look in eyes. NO KNOWN
CURETREATMENT:Medication is useless. Disease is not fatal, but gets progressively worse.
Patient should attend workshops, and subscribe to magazines, and be given a quiet corner
where he/she can be alone.REMARKS:The unusual nature of this disease is... the sicker the
patient gets, the more he or she enjoys it!- From the Sunnyside of GenealogyI still hadn't resolve
the mystery with Mary Jane but headed to Lawrence a few days later, spending the night in a
hotel room. In the morning I grabbed breakfast and drove out to Bellevue, stopping off at the
caretaker's office to get a map. Bellevue cemetery was not just a big cemetery, it was huge.
Some 40,000 people had been buried there.The caretaker checked her records, then marked a
spot on my map where Samuel was buried with a bigX. I jumped in the car and drove up the
road, and a minute later was in the "older part" of Bellevue Cemetery looking for the name
Bingham. It appeared rather quickly, but the name was a Robert and a Jane Bingham. Checking
the map, I had the right location based on the caretaker's instructions, but no Samuel. I decided
to take a good look around, and if I didn't find anything, head back to the caretaker's office.I had
stumbled around for several minutes in the thick grass about ready to give up when my eye and
head suddenly shot up and the name BINGHAM appeared from a stone monument - Samuel
Bingham died Feb. 23, 1884. Aged 40 yrs. His wife Mary Jane died Aug. 4, 1916. Aged 73 yrs.



Mary Etta died Sept. 27, 1878. Aged 7 mos. 9 days. Howard died Mar. 28, 1883. Aged 5
mos.There it was! Staring me in the face. The first Binghams in America, buried here with some
of their children. I read the inscription over and over, and touched the surface of the stone with
my hand.I stood there for several more minutes gazing at the large stone marker. In the distance,
I could see a couple of brick smokestacks rising from the large woolen mills nearby, probably
much like the woolen mills Samuel worked in. I thought how sad it was he died at such a young
age, and that his kids didn't have much opportunity to know their daddy, and how Mary Jane
lived more than 30 more years more without her husband.Mary Jane, as it turned out, moved out
of Lawrence in the last few years of her life and lived with her sister. No wonder I couldn't find her
death certificate, I thought she was dead by 1910!I stayed a few more minutes, taking snapshots
and some notes to remember this place. I reached out and touched the stone marker once last
time, thinking about Samuel and the ever growing number of people and families who bear his
name. I wonder if he knowsI thought to myself. I wonder if he knows I'm here standing at his
grave and about all the people who are here today because of him.Maybe, maybe not. But I
know about him. EpilogueAt the time I was so excited to find Samuel Bingham's grave I didn't
give a second thought to the tombstone marked with Robert and Jane Bingham's name. But
several weeks later while I sat reviewing all the research I had done, it suddenly occurred to me I
had seen Robert's name listed very closely to Samuel's in the 1870 US Census, and he too
worked in woolen mills and was born in Ireland. The fact he and his wife were buried in such
close proximity to Samuel elevated my suspicions they were related, maybe even brothers.With
further research, I obtained copies of the church records (where the Binghams attended church)
and in them contained the different baptisms of Samuel's children, and one of his children had
Robert Bigham listed as the sponsor.Now I knew there was a relationship, or at least they knew
each other. I wrote to Bellevue Cemetery and asked for the burial information on Robert to obtain
his death date. Several weeks later, I received a letter from the caretaker. Robert had died at the
age of 73 in 1903, meaning he was born circa 1830. They could certainly be brothers, with
Robert being the elder.I sent for a copy of his death certificate from the state of Massachusetts.
Based on Samuel Bingham's marriage certificate from 1864, I knew his father's name was
Samuel, and his mother was Mary (her maiden name was not listed). If Robert's death certificate
listed a Samuel and Mary Bingham as parents, the chances of both of them being brothers was
very likely.Several weeks later, the death certificate finally arrived.Name of father Samuel
Bingham, name of motherMary Russell.Bingo!It's not yet proof positive that Robert and
SamuelBigham, both buried in Bellevue Cemetery so close to one another, are brothers. But it is
very likely, and if I can prove it definitely it will greatly increase my chances of tracing the
Bingham family back in Ireland. If I can establish part of Samuel's family structure in America (his
brothers and/or sisters, not his own children), it greatly narrows down my search in Ireland, since
there are only so many Samuels who married a Mary Russell and had at least two sons by the
name of Robert and Samuel, born roughly ten years apart.Irish records have suffered much over
the years. Many of the records have been destroyed in fires or lost through war. To complicate



matters even further, the Irish were terrible with their dates and birthdays. They themselves were
not sure how old they were, or when exactly they were born.No matter what I find out from the
records here in America, there is no doubt the search back in Ireland will be a long and difficult
one ahead.Grace Brayman, where did you go?Out of all the research I have done and all the
ancestors I have chased down, there is none who has given me more difficulty and aggravation
then Grace (Brayman) Prentiss, mother of Elizabeth. Grace was the first wife of Albert Prentiss
(I'll tell more of the story in a future article) and the two were officially divorced in 1920. Albert
remarried, but what happened to Grace after that, I do not know. I've checked city directories,
US Censuses, vital records, and written and spoken to a bunch of people. And yet after 1920, I
don't know what happened to her.I thought I might share with you one of my stories of failure, to
show you some of this work is not all glory.In gathering clues and bits of information from
different family members, my best guess at this point is Grace lived in New York or
Massachusetts at one time or another. Where did she die? Well, my best guest
wasMassachusetts, but not anymore.Earlier this year I planned a weekend trip to Maine and as I
booked my airline reservations, the woman I spoke with mentioned the flight had a stop off in
Boston.At first I wasn't to thrilled about that. Sitting at the airport is such a drag. But then my little
genealogical mind started to whirl, and I realized right across the harbor from the airport was the
Bureau of Records and Vital Statistics for Massachusetts, a place I had been to before. A place
that had indexes for all their death records and marriage records. A chance, perhaps, to check
for the name of Grace Prentiss or Grace Brayman!I was flying on a Friday morning, July 2nd,
and the flight was scheduled to land in Boston at 11:00 a.m., with a connecting flight at 2:45 p.m.
to Maine. I had a return flight on Monday, July 5th, and that too stopped off in Boston.I figured
"great", I should have plenty of time to take the subway to downtown Boston, check the records
there, and head back to the airport on either of those days.Guess again.In case you didn't
notice, I was traveling on a holiday weekend. State agencies aren't too keen on working around
holidays. I called the Bureau of Records and Vital Statistics."We're closed on Monday, July 5th,
and our hours are ten to noon and two to four on Friday, July 2nd."You've got to be kidding me. I
land at 11:00 a.m. at the airport and you close at 12:00 for two hours, then open up again when I
have to leave?Now understand something, the cost of hiring someone to check their indexes is
$11 per decade, whether they find what you are looking for or not. I figured I needed to check at
least 4 decades of death indexes, and another 2 or 3 under the marriage indexes (in case Grace
remarried) for the names Brayman and Prentiss and all their derivations (Prentiss, Prentice,
Prentis, etc.). Needless to say, I don't have that kind of money to burn.My genealogical mind
began to whirl. Now how much time do I need to check all those indexes?I thought to myself.If I
moved really fast, probably 15 minutes for the death index.And what time does the airplane land
at the airport?11:00 a.m.And what time does the office close?12:00 noon.So what's the
problem?The problem is landing on time. Getting out of the airport. Catching the bus that takes
you to the subway. Waiting for the subway. I'll never make it in time.Ever hear of a taxi? They have
those in Boston, you know.Oh, yeah... Hey, that might just work!My alter personality is very



sarcastic, which is pretty scary considering how sarcastic I can be.The plan was set. Don't be
late, plane!July 2nd, it's after 10:00 a.m. and our small commuter plane has yet to leave Newark
International Airport."We'll be just a few more minutes and we'll get the go ahead to taxi out to
the runway."Stupid plane! Stupid airport! Let's get the show on the road, here, huh!At twenty
minutes after ten, almost an hour later than we were scheduled to take off, we are finally in the
air. My chances of hunting Grace were down the drain. I put my head back and fall asleep.11:02.
"In just a few minutes we will be arriving in Boston. Please make sure your seat belts are
securely fastened."Huh, what?I woke up half startled.Boston? Already? It's only 11:00! How did
we get here so fast? Hey, I still have a shot at this!11:16. We touch down. I'm the first one of the
plane, stumbling down the stairs. There's a small bus waiting to give us a short drive to the
airport. I'm the first one. I'm trying my best not to scream at all the people to move their asses
and grab their luggage. I sit at the front of the bus.11:22. We pull up to a small door. The bus
driver passes his magnetic ID across the security lock. It doesn't work. He tries it again. It doesn't
work. He tries it again. It doesn't work.11:23. I'm gritting my teeth and my eyes are bulging. The
bus driving glances back at me, and is starting to get scared. I'm looking mighty ugly right now.
The door still won't open.11:24. The door opens. I run down the hallway, out to the main part of
the airport. I dash out a revolving door, scanning around for the taxi stand.There it is! Run! Run!
Run!I hop into the first taxi. Out of breath, I tell him I need to get to Tremont street just as fast as
possible.11:41. I've arrived at the Bureau of Records and Vital Statistics. I've got my 15 minutes.
Pay the driver and move it.I hop out of the taxi, onto the sidewalk, and open the door to the vital
records department. I sign in, and run down the hallway. I sign in again, and step through to the
rack of death indexes against the wall.1960-1965. 1955-1960. 1950-1955. On and on it goes. No
Grace. I'm back to 1930.11:59. "That's it people, we're closing up for now. Everybody stop."Crap.
Still haven't checked the marriage index. Time to start begging. I'm great at groveling when I
have to."Hi, I live in Florida and I'm trying to find my mother's grandmother (sniff, sniff). I was
hoping to check the marriage index to see if perhaps she remarried. My flight leaves at 2:45 for
Maine. Do you think if I stuck around here until 2:00 and did it then I'd have enough time to get
back to the airport? (I already knew the answer)."Logan Airport, no way. With all the traffic, you'll
never get back in time."I made tears well up in my eyes and put a sad, dejected expression on
my face. He bought it."Well, I'll tell you what. I'm not suppose to do this but, give me her name
and I'll check for you."I scribbled Grace's name down and her date of birth."Make sure you
check for both Prentiss and Brayman", I ordered.I flopped my sweaty butt down as the clerk
checked through the years. Ten minutes later, no luck. No Grace.I thanked the clerk and offered
to buy him lunch. He told me thanks but no thanks and I headed out to take a stroll around the
Boston Commons to work off some of the disappointment.So there you have it. All that effort,
and nothing to show for it. I haven't given up. There's still plenty of things to try, leads to check
out. I'll find her someday. It's the life you lead as a genealogist. Sometimes you win, sometimes
you lose.From the Files of...BRAYMAN, JOSEPH E.ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES.
Certificate of Disability for Discharge.Private Joseph E. Brayman, of Captain Theodore F. Rich's



Company, (F) of the 39th Regiment of New York Vols was enlisted by Capt F Dare at New York
City on the 2nd day of December, 1863, to serve 3 years; he was born in the State of New
Hampshire, is 21 years of age, 5 feet 4 inches high, dark complexion, black eyes, black hair, and
by occupation when enlisted a Sailor. He states that he has been of duty seven (7) months.
Wounded at Spotsylvania, Va; May 12th 1864.Admitted here Oct 23rd, 1864.Station: Momer Va
Gen Hosp'l. Chestnut Hill, Philada. Date: Jan 5th 1865.Surgeon in charge Momer HospitalI
certify, that I have carefully examined the said Joseph E. Brayman of Captain Theodore F. Rich's
Company, and find him incapable of performing the duties of a soldier because of gunshot
fracture of right raidius and anchylosis of wrist jointDisability one half (1/2)Unfit for Veteran
Reserve Corps.Discharged, this 12th day of January, 1865, at Momer Va General Hospital
Chestnut Hill, Philada.Surgeon in charge Momer HospitalOctober 1993 Vol. 1. No. 2Caroline
d'Entremont and Sylvanus AmiraultNotice Caroline is wearing what appears to be a bridal veil. If
it is, this photo was probably taken on or close to their wedding day, January 12th, 1875.The
French ConnectionI don't remember hearing much about Annie (Amirault) Bingham as a boy,
just the memory of my mom leaving home in the early 1970s to go see her down in Georgia.
Annie had lived most her life with husband George up in Lawrence, Massachusetts, but ended
up living with her daughter Dorothy and her son-in-law in Columbus. Annie died in 1973 at the
ripe old age of 92.I began tracking Annie and her roots by locating her and George in the 1910
US Census. Among the numerous pieces of information provided by the census was the year
Annie emigrated from Nova Scotia, 1900.Many times when tracing an ancestor who was the
original immigrant it's difficult locating the birthplace of that individual because many of the US
documents are not specific enough to give an actual town or county location of a foreign country.
Annie and her paper trail were no exception.I had tried several different avenues. I sent for her
death certificate. All it told me was her birth place was Nova Scotia, although it did give me the
names of her parents; Sylvestus Amiraultand Catherine?Not a bad start. At least now I knew her
parent's first names.I obtained a copy of her marriage certificate, and that gave me a better
refinement on her parent's names. Better because Annie had provided the information this time;
Sylvanus Amiraultand Caroline d'Entremont. Still, all that was listed for her birthplace was Nova
Scotia.I made some phone calls in and wrote letters, and eventually sent for Annie's Social
Security application. It arrived a few weeks later. Applicant's Name: Annie Frances (Amirault)
Bingham. Place of birth: Canada.Months had gone by and yet I was still hitting the same brick
wall over and over. I needed something to tie me in to a location or area, narrowing down the
field of possibilities.That something finally came from my mom.She called and told me she had
an old picture of two people she thought was from Canada (later confirmed by Richard Bingham
to be Annie's parents). Somebody had written on the back of the photoYarmouth, Nova Scotia.I
pulled out my road atlas and took a look at Yarmouth. It was a town, but it was also the name of a
county on the southern most tip of Nova Scotia. Which one could it be?Fortunately, I live close to
the Orlando Public Library, a library which has one of the best genealogical collections in all of
the southern United States. This particular library, like many other libraries across the nation, is



connected through a microfilm loan program where you can actually borrow films from other
libraries. I sent a request in to obtain a copy of the 1881 Canadian census for Yarmouth County.
Several months later it arrived, and I took a look at it on the microfilm viewer.Canadian censuses
like the US censuses are not indexed for this time period, and you have to sit there and crank
your way through the entire microfilm. I saw listings for a number of families with the last name of
Amiro, but no Amirault.I thought it strange since Amirault seemed to be a fairly common name in
Nova Scotia based on other records I had seen. I did find one family with a Sylvanus and a
Caroline Amiro. Among the children they had was a newborn daughter by the name of Frances,
which Annie would have been in 1881, but since the last name was Amiro I ignored it and
cranked on.I finished reading through all the microfilms several hours later, and went home
thoroughly disappointed. I returned the next week and searched through the whole set of
microfilms again (standard practice) in case I missed it the first time. Once again, no Amirault.My
next big break came months later when I traveled to Boston on a research trip and spent a day
at the New England Historic & Genealogical Society using their library services (Ten dollars a
day, thank-you). Among their wonderful resources were several drawers of Canadian records on
microfilm, including the vital records for Nova Scotia from 1864 to 1877. Realizing Annie was
born in 1881, it was a good bet her parent's marriage was recorded in these records. Still
believing in the power of Yarmouthwritten on the back of the photo, I checked the marriage index
for Sylvanus Amirault and Caroline d'Entremont. I didn't see a listing for Amirault, but I did see a
listing for a Sylvane Amerau and a Caroline d'Entremont for 1875.That's got to be them!I
threaded the microfilm through the machine and cranked to the page listed on the index.Sylvane
Amerau. Age; 24. Condition; Bachelor. Rank or Profession; Fisherman. Residence at time of
Marriage; Pubnico. Where born; Pubnico. Name of Parents; Ange Amirault and Euphrosine
d'Entremont. Rank or Profession; Farmers. Witnesses and Officiating Minister; Isaac
D'Entremont.Caroline D'Entremont. Age; 22. Condition; Spinster. Profession; (blank). Residence
at time of Marriage; Pubnico. Where born; Pubnico. Name of Parents; Athanase d'Entremont and
Victorie S. d'Entremont. Rank or Profession; Farmers. Witnesses and Officiating Minister;
Gertrude D'Entremont.Sylvanus's last name had been abbreviated in the official records, and
that's the way it showed up on the index. It triggered a thought about the Canadian census I had
read through twice before.I wonder if Amiro is an abbreviation or French version for the name
Amirault?Using my newly found hypothesis, I grabbed the 1881 Canadian census (already
available at this library) and began searching under the town of Pubnico. I saw the d'Entremonts,
then Ange Amiro (Euphrosine was not listed), and finally Sylvanus and Caroline Amiro. They
were listed with three children, including their new born daughter Frances.Frances?I don't get it.
Frances.The answer came in a flash.Annie Frances Amirault. Annie's middle name on her Social
Security application was Frances. On the census they had used her middle name, or Frances
was her first name and Annie switched it when she got older.I pulled out the 1871 census and
looked for Sylvanus and Caroline before they were married. It took a few minutes, but there they
were with their parents. Sylvanus's mother Euphrosine was still not listed. She had probably died



prior to this time.Something else was very special about the 1871 Canadian census. It asked
ORIGINof each individual. Frenchwas the response for both families. It clearly pointed out where
our Nova Scotian ancestors came from.With my work done at the library, my next step was to
write to the Diocese of Yarmouth with a donation enclosed and have them check their records of
baptisms and marriages. Several weeks later, I got a wonderful response from the Reverend
Clarence J. d'Entremont.Dear Mr. Wallster:Amiro and Amerault are abusive spellings of the
family name Amirault, which dates back to the 13th or 14th century, derived from the French
words Amiral and Amiraute, dating from the 13th and 14th century.With regard to Caroline
d'Entremont, daughter of Athanase and of Victoire S. d'Entremont, she was born Dec. 23,
1852.Sylvere Amirault, son of Ange Appolinaire and of Euphrosine d'Entremont, was born June
9, 1850.With regard to the death of these people and of the others you refer to, I must say that
Father McLeod, who was pastor of the West Pubnico parish (including East Pubnico) from 1860,
for about 25 years, hardly every entered the burials of the people; that is why I cannot tell you
when they died. I have a lot of clippings of births, marriages and deaths of that period, but those
you mention are not listed.The oldest tombs at the old West Pubnico cemetery are of about
1850, going up to about 1900. But they are far from being complete. You may find some of your
ancestors listed. Yourstruly,Rev. Clarence J. d'EntremontThat's as far as I have traced our roots
in Nova Scotia, back to the late 1700s. I've never been there, but every time I hear of it or see it
on a map, I think of a small village from a hundred years ago with fishing boats and seagulls and
a little girl by the name of Annie.The Chancery Office of the Diocese of Yarmouth asked me to
answer the above request.Ange (Angel in English) Appolinaire Amirault, son of Jean (French for
John) Amirault and of Marie-Suzanne Pottier, born July 23, 1812, baptized privately by his
grandfather Ange Amirault, and on August 8, 1813 by the priest. He was from East Pubnico,
Yarmouth County. He married Jan. 3, 1844, Euphrosine d'Entremont, daughter of Etienne
Augustin d'Entremont and of Rosalie LeBlanc, born August 31, 1818; date of baptism not given.
She was from West Pubnico.Athanase d'Entremont, of West Pubnico, son of JosephElie
d'Entremont and of Celeste Amirault, date of birth or baptism not given, married Nov. 19, 1849,
Victoire Sophie Surette, daughter of Eusebe Surette and of Euphrosine Surette (her maiden
name) of Surette Island, Yarmouth County, born July 5, 1829, baptized May 2, 1830. Athanase
d'Entremont was buried June 23, 1876.Rev. Clarence J. d'EntremontI wrote back a second time
with another donation. Again, more information to add to the family history.From the Files
of...WINCHESTER, SILASSince Colonial times, our government has given pensions to veterans
for their service to this country. There have generally been three types: disability or invalid
pensions (awarded for physical disabilities incurred in the line of duty), service pensions
(awarded for serving specified periods of time), and widows' pensions, given to women and
children whose husbands or fathers served or were killed in the war.Generally speaking, as time
passed it became easier for veterans or their families to qualify for a pension. The first pension
act in 1776 included only veterans who had been disabled. Later pensions were offered on the
basis of specific periods of service. In 1832 Congress extended eligibility to Revolutionary War



veterans (no matter how short their service) and their families. Subsequent legislation made it
easier for widows to obtain pensions. Finally, in 1853, in its final legislation affecting
Revolutionary War pensions, Congress declared that any woman who had been married to a
Revolutionary War veteran was eligible for a pension, regardless of when the marriage
occurred.To obtain a pension, a veteran had to "prove" that he served in the military (and that he
was impoverished, if his claim was based on need). Such proof often included evidence of
name, rank, military unit, period of service, residence, birthplace, date of birth or age, postwar
migration, and property owned (when the claim was based on need). Thus veterans' files will
often have notarized statements from friends and neighbors, officials of the town, or members of
their former military company, as well as deeds and other records - any kind of document that
might help his cause in Washington.These files were kept by the government for many years,
until they were eventually turned over to the National Archives where they remain to this day. For
a fee, a copy of the original can be obtained to anyone who requests one (and fills out the right
form!).For his service during the Revolutionary War Silas Winchester was eventually eligible for
a pension from the Federal government. I bought a copy of his file. Among the many papers is
one in which he describes his service in the military.Reading and transcribing this document was
no easy task, as words are misspelled, faded, or scribbled to the point where they are almost
unreadable. However, in the end, I have a great deal of confidence this is a highly accurate
representation of that document with the exception of a few words here and there.I've tried to
keep the original charm and flavor of what he wrote, and thus have retained the original
grammatical errors and oddities. These are the words of Silas Winchester, Revolutionary War
veteran, written more than 160 years ago.On the 19th of April in the year of our Lord one
thousand Seven hundred and Seventy five I Silas Winchester of Brookline was call'd upon at an
early hour to appear on the military parade with all my equipment which I did, and after a going
through a thorough inspection, was ordered to march to Cambridge and take up the bridge that
was over Charles River; and make a breastwork1of it which detain'd us the greater part of the
Day: then went over the River on the stringers2and march'd towards the Enemy which were on
the retreat and Came up with them just before the close of the battle. From that time I never left
the Camp for one year and Eight months, as soon as orders Could be put in Sirculation for
inlisting men for soldiers.I inlisted under Capt. James Weston for eight months, MrTimothy Corey
being his lieutenant, & then we were organized and put into a Regt Commanded by Col. Garish
but before the Campain was out Col. Garish was Cashiered3and Loami Baldwin Esqr took the
command and by that meant Capt. Weston was promoted to a Major and Lieut Corey to the
Command of the Company and thus it Continued to the end of the Campaign, at the end of
which I inlisted into a Company Commanded by Capt. Richard Dodge Mr Paul Dodge Lieut Mr
Michael Farley Esqr, (for one year) Laomi Baldwin Esqr Col. James Weston Esqr1breastwork - a
temporary, quickly constructed fortification, usually breast-high2stringers - a long, heavy
horizontal timber used for any of several connective or supportive purposes3cashiered - to
dismiss from a position of command or responsibility, esp. for disciplinary reasonsLieut Col. Genl



Heath Commanded the brigade in the year1776 under the Continantial establishment. Went to
New York and was there and in the vicinity til the Close of the Campaign, previous to that, orders
were issued for inlisting for three years or during the war. I did not inlist, and at the Close of the
Campaign the Officers and men were all with drawn to the seat of the war except a few invalid.
When our time of inlistment was out we Came home without a discharge there being no officer
to Discharge us.I served My Country faithfully one year & Eight months: being the full time for
which I entered the Service agreeably to my said two inlistments: Owing to my advanced age,
and misfortunes, I am under reduced circumstances, & stand in need of the assistance of the
Country for the Support of my family: I hereby relinquish all claims to any previous Pension for
my Said Services. -Witness my hand. Silas WinchesterThe morning of April 19, 1775, Silas is
referring to is better known to us, of course, as the Battle of Lexington and Concord, one of the
first fights of the American Revolution. They obviously weren't involved in the initial shooting, as
he describes how they set up a barricade on the bridge crossing the Charles river (which
detained them the better part of the day). But it does sound like once they had finished they
sneaked up on the British by crossing the river from underneath the bridge, walking on the
support beams and poles. After that, his description of service and with who provides us some
interesting bits of information (what the heck did Colonel Garish do to get a dishonorable
discharge?) during the war.In his closing remarks, it's obvious Silas is pleading his case for a
pension based on need (as discussed previously), as he asks for assistance from the
government.Oh well, no money on that side of the family either.STONE HUNTTwo Bridges to a
GrindalIt was about 3:00 on a Sunday afternoon when I had finished what I thought would be all
the research possible in the two days I had spent in Maine. My flight left early the next morning,
and I was pretty worn out from all the driving around and genealogical work I had done.Indeed,
the weekend turned out to be a wonderful success. I couldn't have asked for a better ending,
sitting in front of the TV in my hotel room with the air conditioning on, resting my aching feet,
soothing my bug bites, celebrating all the successes I had achieved this holiday weekend.Or
could I?As I started the car it occurred to me two of our ancestors, Reuben Grindal and his first
wife Hannah Lowell, had lived in the coastal town of Penobscot in the early 1800s, about an hour
drive from where I was in Troy. I was tired but thought it would be nice to take a look at Penobscot
and at least get a feel for the countryside. In fact, the one thing I noticed about Maine in general
was many of their older cemeteries were quite small, and perhaps I could find a few in
Penobscot and take a look at some headstones and talk to some of the people there (people in
Maine are so friendly), maybe even get lucky and find Rueben's grave.Oh yeah, right,I thought to
myself. Find Reuben Grindal's grave, a man who died over 150 years ago, a person you don't
have a clue to where he was buried? The headstone, if there was any, probably disintegrated
long ago.I drove on with the map in my hand, speeding along one lane highways and
occasionally making a wrong turn here and there. I arrived on the outskirts of Penobscot a little
more than an hour later.At first I didn't see much; a few scattered houses lining the road. Not a
single cemetery around or person to talk to. I checked a few of the side streets. Still nothing



much.Dumb idea this was. All you're doing is wasting gas.I reversed my direction and tried a
different road, and before I knew it, was in the main part of town, which wasn't a whole heck of a
lot. A food store, the town clerk's office, the post office.And a cemetery! Ah, now we're talking!I
hung a quick left and then a right, parking on the grass at the edge of the cemetery. I pulled up
next to a pickup truck already parked. Someone else was checking out some headstones. An
older guy with a cap on his head. He looked up and smiled.Great! Maybe he can help me out.I
grabbed my map and a pen and jumped out of the car, walking towards him. I could see a look of
nervousness spread across his face, an Oh, no, it's probably a salesmanlook."Excuse me," I
smiled. "I'm doing some research on my family history in this area, and was wondering if you
could help me, tell me where some of the cemeteries are in the area?"His expression eased.
"Oh, well, let me think," he said, as he pulled his cap off and rubbed the back of his head. "Well,
we're here, and down the road this way there's two more.""Right here?" I chirped in, marking the
spot with my pen."Yeah, and there's another one on this road, right about there. What's the name
you're looking for?""Grindal," I replied. "Reuben Grindal.""Grindal, eh? Got lots of Grindals
running around Penobscot. You know, as a matter of fact, there was a woman who wrote a book
years ago on all the cemeteries in Penobscot and who's buried in them. Her name is Bertha
Bowden.""Yes, I know," I replied. "I was hoping to get my hands on a copy of that book, but I
didn't know how to get in touch with her and I'm flying back to Florida tomorrow." I'd been making
phone calls for a week and a half before, trying to locate Bertha, and had nothing to show for it. I
knew that book was the key all along, but had run out of time. Sometimes you win. Sometimes
you lose."Well, I have a copy at my house."I felt the adrenaline shoot up and down my spine and
my knees weaken. I choked out a few words, trying to keep my composure. "Um, do you think
there's any chance I could take a look at that book?""Sure. Follow me. I live down the road just a
little ways."Allright!I jumped in my car and followed the pickup truck down the road. I was
laughing, yelling, and celebrating all at once. The first person I meet and talk to in the town of
Penobscot has a copy of the book I'd been desperately looking for? This was too good to be
true.He pulled into a driveway. I pulled up behind."By the way, what's your name?" he asked,
extending his hand out to me. I shook it and told him, and he replied, "My name is Harvard,
Harvard Bridges. Come on in."We stepped inside and a moment later Bertha Bowden's book
was in my hand. I sat down at the kitchen table and hastily thumbed through it. Halfway through
the book, the name Reuben Grindalappeared.That's got to be him!I checked the dates, death,
birth, and age. They matched. He was buried in a simple plot with his second wife Mary. No
cemetery. Just two tombstones by themselves. A Revolutionary War soldier. No doubt. It was him!
We checked the map that came with the book showing the locations of the different cemeteries.
Reuben's grave didn't seem too hard to find. Located behind the Adamo house on Rt. 175."I
won't be able to find that. Let me call my son, Lenny. He puts the flags on all the veteran's
graves." Harvard picked the phone up and dialed a number. It was busy."Let's take a drive up to
the house."We hopped in my car and turned up the dirt driveway next to his house. It curved up a
hill through a thick section of trees. When we reached the top of the house, two of Harvard's



grandchildren were playing in the front yard and they waved to their grandpa. Harvard waived
back. I parked in the back of the house, and he stepped out. I lingered behind, letting him make
the introductions. His son Lenny stepped forward."Hi," I said. "I'm the great-great-great-great-
great grandson of Reuben Grindal.""I'm Lenny," he smiled. "So you're looking for old Reuben
Grindal's grave, huh? Well, he's down there."I asked a few questions about the gravestones."Oh
they're in great shape," he replied. "I'll take you there.""Really? Great!"Before I knew it, the three
of us were in my car, heading down the driveway and back down Rt. 175. I couldn't believe how
lucky I was, and how damn nice and helpful these people were. It was July 4th. Who wants to be
stomping through cemeteries on July 4th?"Park here," Lenny told me. I pulled the car just off the
road in a thick grassy spot. We tumbled out and began our walk down a grassy field, next to a
good sized house with dark brown shingles.As we strutted further and further away from the
main road, I realized Reuben's grave was a lot further from the road than the map had led me to
believe. The field we crossed narrowed, and now we were walking down a grassy path filled with
dense woods on either side. It was getting late, and the sun was beginning to set."We have to
turn right at the first pine tree," Lenny barked as he stomped his way down the path. It was still
pretty hot, and I was sweating profusely. Harvard was picking up the rear. Thorn bushes were
beginning to interfere with the pathway. A pine tree appeared on the right."There's the pine,"
Lenny said. He stepped into some thick underbrush and disappeared from the path. I could only
hear his voice now, and the snapping of branches as he tried to get his bearings. Harvard and I
waited behind."Here it is," Lenny cried out. My heart leaped with excitement. I shot through some
underbrush, and stepped into another opening."Over here," Lenny called out. I plowed through
some more underbrush, and into a heavily wooded section. Through the trees I could see two
distinct gray square slates protruding from the dense underbrush. There was no mistaking these
shapes. I stepped over some rotting branches and gingerly walked to the front of the
headstones.MrReuben Grindal diedJuly 14, 1838 AE 80 years 2 mos. & 24 days.Marywife
ofReuben Grindall DIEDJan. 9,1854, AE 78 yrs.I was standing at the grave of an ancestor who
was born more than 200 years ago, before this country even existed. With time and weather or
lack of any stone marker many graves this old are lost to the ages, but this one wasn't. I touched
the surface of the stone. Lenny and Harvard were smiling."I can't believe this," I said. "You don't
know how much this means to me." Lenny and Harvard smiled some more. Somehow I think
they did.We went back to the car. I dropped them both off at the house, thanking them for all
their time and help in what was truly an amazing sequence of events. I went back to the grave
site with a fresh roll of film, took some snapshots, and paid my last respects to Reuben and his
two wives. Hannah Lowell, Reuben's first wife was buried there too but had no
headstone.Penobscot, Maine. The final resting place for Reuben Grindal and his two wives,
Hannah Lowell and Mary Winslow. An American flag is planted on his grave every year in honor
of the service he gave to this country during the American Revolution.The sun was slowly setting
as I packed up my gear and started the car. It was a good hour or so drive back to the hotel, and
as I drove along with the window down I thought about the incredible amount of luck that



eventually brought me to Reuben's grave; meeting Harvard at the only cemetery I had seen; him
having a copy of Bertha Bowden's book; his son being the one who planted an American flag at
Reuben's grave. It was truly an incredible day.And as I look back on that day and think about it
it's still hard to believe it was all sheer coincidence, that in fact, it was more like divine
providence. Reuben Grindal, a Revolutionary War soldier, is buried in Penobscot but not
forgotten. His grave may be miles from the beaten path, but no matter. Every July 4th some
thoughtful soul like a Lenny or a Harvard Bridges will stomp his way through the woods on a hot
summer afternoon, fight his way through the thick underbrush, and plant a small, simple flag by
his grave.January 1994 Vol. 1. No. 3The Life and Tragic Death of Albert PrentissI must confess
from the onset there has been a morbid curiosity on my behalf in learning about the life and
death of Albert Prentiss. I had heard sketchy rumors as to the death of Albert, but for one reason
or another, was rather skeptical about the whole thing in general. My impression was it was more
rumor than fact. As it turns out these "rumors" were all true. Albert was missing an arm, did try to
hang himself, and did eventually shoot himself in the head. Some of what I will share with you
has been well known by at least one other family member, Ken Bingham. Ken traveled to Maine
in the 1970s to learn more about the area his mother came from. Two decades later, I followed in
those same footsteps.Albert Nelson Prentiss was born in Holden, Maine, six months after the
marriage of his parents. He married Grace Alice Brayman in May of 1900. The official marriage
record reports Grace as being sixteen, but in fact, she was barely fifteen. In January of the
following year, they had their first child, Flora Christina Prentiss. Sadly, Flora was found dead in
the morning two months later, and was buried in Harts Corner Cemetery in Holden (Albert would
eventually be buried next to her).Two years later Albert and Grace had their next child, this time
a boy. The official birth certificate doesn't give a name, but by locating the Prentiss family in the
1910 US Census, I found out his name was Harland.Albert Nelson PrentissJust one year after
that, Albert and Grace divorced. The official papers list G&C habits (whatever that means) as the
"cause for divorce." My guess is something like gross and cruel habits (drinking, verbal or
emotional abuse). Whatever it was, Albert and Grace patched things up and remarried the
following year. Four years later, they had their third and final child, Elizabeth Marion Prentiss.
Things must have fallen apart soon after, because by 1915 Albert, although technically still
married to Grace, had a child by another woman, Jennie Mitchell.Albert and Jennie would have
another child several years later, and in May of 1920, almost twenty years to the day of his first
marriage, Albert finally filed for divorce from Grace, listing utter abandonment as the reason.
Albert and Jennie married in December of that same year.Albert and Jennie were living in
Dexter by then, and had one more child between them before his death. The following obituary,
taken from the Eastern Gazette on Thursday, April 15, 1926, made front page news.In the
absence of the county medical examiner, Dr. O.R. Emerson of Newport, Dr. J.H. Murphy was
called and established the fact of the death.Besides his wife, Jennie, the deceased is survived
by three children, Una, aged 11, Robie 7, Evelyn 2: his father, Samuel Prentiss, of Holden,
mother, Mrs. Flora Prentiss of Boston, two brothers, Harland of Boston and Samuel Prentiss, Jr.



of Holden. He was born in Holden 49 years ago and had lived in Bangor for 15 years, moving to
Dexter seven years ago, where he has since made his home.He was a member of Bedivere
lodge, K. of P., and Plymouth lodge, I. O. O. F., and attended a meeting of the Odd Fellow lodge
Tuesday evening and seemed to be his natural self, remaining after the meeting to play a few
games of cards with other members.Funeral services, under auspices of Plymouth Lodge, I. O.
O. F., and Bedivere Lodge, K. of P., will be held at the First Baptist church Friday forenoon at 10
o'clock.DEXTER MAN SUICIDE VICTIMAlbert N. Prentiss, Well Known State Driver, Shoots Self
- Financial Difficulties Believed Cause of Act - Was Respected Citizen and Prominent in
LodgesAlbert N. Prentiss, who has been driving a Star route from Dexter to Garland, committed
suicide Wednesday noon by shooting himself through the head, near the ear with a
revolver.Financial difficulties which have developed in recent months are advanced as the
reason for his act. He bid in the star route contract for the carrying of the mail to Garland last July
underbidding all competitors. The venture was not profitable. Recently his small bank balance
was tied up by an attachment and checks issued about that time came back and he could not
seem to get money to take them up. It is thought that he brooded over the matter until he was
driven to the act of taking his life.He was last seen about 11 o'clock in the vicinity of Fred Young's
wood yard where the body was found at about 12.45 p.m. by Albert Burrill who was told by a
small boy that a body was lying on a pile of cedar rails in the wood yard.Mr. Prentiss, who usually
started on his route about 9 o'clock, returned to his home later in the forenoon Wednesday. His
wife asked him why he was not on his route and he replied he was through. She asked him if he
had notified the postmaster and he replied that he had not but was going to. He left the house
and later was seen near the wood yard where the body was found.It was plain that Prentiss had
made every preparation to commit suicide as he tried first to hang himself, but as he had but one
arm the effort failed. He then went to a pile of cedar rails and standing on these shot himself
through the head just behind the ear.Much of what I discovered was done through mail
correspondence, with the exception of the divorce papers I obtained at the New England
Historic & Genealogical Society in Boston. With all the time effort I had put in learning about
Albert and the Prentiss family, there could be no better conclusion to all that research but to fly to
Maine and visit his grave and see the home they lived in.Based on the work Ken had done, I
knew locating Albert's grave wouldn't be a problem. Harts Corner Cemetery was easy enough to
find, and all the family headstones are close to the front of the cemetery (I'll talk more about this
in a later issue). Finding the Prentiss home was a different matter.I had a copy of Albert's death
certificate with me while I was up in Maine, but for some reason, thought it not only had his street
address (Gould Ave.) but the number of the house. It wasn't until I had landed in Bangor that I
realized I didn't have this piece of information.Not too smart, guy. You screwed up.I stopped in at
a local bookstore. It was empty except for the man behind the counter."Do you sell any local
town maps?", I asked."Ah, let me see," he said, stepping over to a rack by the wall. He began
thumbing through a variety of road maps, none of which I needed or wanted."Doesn't look like it.
I do have this road atlas of Maine, though."It wasn't what I was looking for, but I could use a



general map of Maine to keep my bearings straight. I paid him $11.00 for the atlas and charted a
course to Dexter. I checked the index for Gould avenue or street. No listing.Crap. Hope the name
didn't change.The only thing I could hope for now was to go to Dexter, find someone who knew
where Gould street was (if it still existed), then talk to someone who lived on the street who knew
which house was Albert's. Not the greatest of all strategies. This was getting ugly. I might have
made a bigmistake, and this could turn out to be a bigwaste of time.It was a drizzly, cool
afternoon as I arrived in Dexter an hour later. I pulled into the first gas station I saw, and asked for
directions to Gould street. One of the attendants looked at the other."Gould street? Never heard
of it."I asked about a street map of the town."No, we don't have any. Got a map of the state,
though.""No thanks," I replied. "I already have one.""Try the Deli just down the road. They might
have a map."I thanked them and drove over to the Deli. I had arrived quite literally a minute too
late.CLOSED.I was getting a sinking feeling inside.I drove further down the road, stopping at the
first store I saw that was still open. A man and a woman worked behind the register. They could
see I was from out of town."Can I help you?" the woman asked."Yes," I replied. "Do you have a
local map of Dexter?"The man stepped out and guided me over to a rack of about twenty road
atlases of New Hampshire."Well, we have these state atlases here. Boy, look at all these atlases
for New Hampshire! Oh, here's one for Maine."I have one of thoseI muttered under my
breath."Yes, I have one of those, but I'm looking for a street here in Dexter, and this doesn't show
the smaller roads." It was getting obvious to me local town maps in Maine did not exist."What's
the name of the street?" the woman still behind the register asked."Gould street or Gould
avenue. I'm doing some research on my family history, so it may have changed names after all
these years.""Gould street. O.K., I think I know where that is."Really?"Go down the road here
and make your second right. Go through the stop sign. Stay on the road until you pass under a
railroad trestle. Make a left. I think that's Gould street."I thanked them both and got back in the
car, skeptical that this was my Gould street. I followed her directions, and once I had passed
under the railroad trestle, made a left.It was a quiet, unassuming street with simple, quaint
homes on either side of the street. As I passed one home, an old woman was out in tending to
her flower garden by the side of the house. I began playing mind games with myself.Albert, did
you live here? Was it this home, or maybe that one? Had financial problems... Couldn't have
been that one. Where did you live, Albert, where, where?I came back down the street and figure
I'd talk to the old woman, but as I passed by, she was gone. I drove up and down, looking for
someone to talk to.Damn. Should have talked to her when I had the chance.I parked the car by
the edge of the road and scanned through my documents for several minutes, hoping I could
find some clue, some mention of the street address from all the documents I had.Well, at least I
found the street.I decided to take a ride back up and look for someone to talk to again.The home
of Albert, Jennie, and their children including Elizabeth and Harland on Gould Avenue in Dexter,
Maine. Although several minor additions have been made to the house, from this angle we see it
much the way it looked in the 1920s.The old woman! She's back!I pulled the car over and
hopped out, grabbing as many papers and pictures as I could. I had worked at a Nursing Home



for seven years and had plenty of experience talking to older people. I walked over and
smiled."Excuse me," I said in a loud voice. She was digging away at her flower garden, with her
back turned to me."Excuse me," I said raising my voice. She kept on digging. I was losing my
smile."Excuse me!" I shouted. She didn't flinch. I had lost my smile, and was looking around to
see if nybody else was watching me make a fool of myself."EXCUSE ME!" I shouted again. This
time she turned around, but not because of me shouting. She was cleaning the leaves from her
rake. She caught a glimpse of me from the corner of her eye and turned around."Oh, hello," she
said in a squawky voice. She was covered in mud and dirt. "Can I help you?""Yes, actually. I'm
doing some research on my family history and I think my grandmother lived on this street. Her
name was Elizabeth Prentiss, and her father's name was Albert."Prentiss? Don't remember a
Prentiss? I've been here 63 years and I don't remember a Prentiss."My heart was beginning to
sink."Well it was a long time ago. She lived here in the early 1920s.""Oh...," she said, nodding
her head. "Well you know, that's before I lived here.""Yes, I know." I had done a quick calculation
in my head. "Do you know if there's anybody else who lives here who might know where she
lived?" I knew what the answer was going to be."Not really, I've been here longer than anybody
else on the street. You know I'm eighty-seven," she said with a pride in her face."Really? That's
terrific!" I was trying hard not to show my disappointment. This wasn't working out.We chatted for
a few more minutes as she told me about her flower garden and the work she was doing. She
asked me about what I was doing. I showed her a picture of Albert, and told her how he ended
up shooting himself."Oh, well, you know the man who lived here shot himself.""Here!" my voice
rose in pitch. I was pointing and staring at her house in disbelief."Yup. Shot himself right down
there at the top of the hill over on the left."I spun around and glared down the end of the road. I
could see it turned to the left and up a hill at the very end."I think they found his body in a wood
lot or something.""Yes, that's right!", I stammered. I spun around and stared at the house again
and smiled. It was sinking in. I had found the Prentiss home, where Grandma Bingham lived as a
little girl with her daddy."You live here?" I laughed."Yes!" she smiled. She could see I was pretty
happy about all this."Do you mind if I take some pictures of your house?""No, not at all," she
smiled. "Just as long as you don't take any pictures of me.""O.K.", I laughed. "I won't."I actually
spent a good deal of time talking with her, helping with a couple of minor chores around the
house. At one point she walked me through the garage, where I got my only glimpse of the inside
of the house. I would have loved taking a tour through, but this seemed a little too imposing to
ask of her, especially since she was covered from head to foot in mud and was busy with her
flower garden.I packed my gear up and headed back to the hotel, as the drizzle continued to fall
every so lightly. I suppose it was only fitting the way the weather was that day, in that there was a
gloomy coolness in the air even though it was July 4th weekend.As I drove along the only real
main highway back to Bangor, I thought of the long journey it must have been for all of Albert's
loved ones to bring his body back to Holden for burial. I thought how sad it was that such a tragic
decision and act Albert made must have permanently scarred the lives of so many around him,
to the point where to this day people still remember about the man who shot himself on Gould



street.Almost 70 years later, one needs only to go to the grave of Albert to still feel the pain of
parents losing their child.MY SONALBERT N. PRENTISS 1877 - 1925Death is inevitable, but
makes it that much more difficult for others to understand when it is delivered by our own
hand.The cheapest way to have your family tree traced is to run for public office.- From the
Sunnyside of GenealogySTONE HUNTWebster CemeteryIn the short time I had in which to
prepare for my weekend trip to Maine last year I spent an intensive effort two weeks before
preparing for this trip, and it was this groundwork that accounted for much of my success. In fact,
as clever and complicated as it can sometimes be to find an ancestor's grave, it sometimes can
be as simple as making a phone call to the right person. And in trying to locate the final resting
place for Ozias and Mercy Prentiss, this is exactly what happened.I had tracked Ozias and
Mercy through the years by locating them in a number of U.S. Censuses, the last one being from
1860. Both of them were living in Troy, Maine at this time, and when I checked Troy and the
surrounding area ten years later, they were no longer listed.I had this same problem on another
set of ancestors, Samuel and Hannah Thompson. They were listed in the 1850 and 1860
Censuses as living in the neighboring town of Jackson, but no longer listed in the 1870 Census.
With all four ancestors I had sent for their death to the town clerks asking them to check their
death records, but each time came up empty.Where did they go?Janet Cropley is the town clerk
for Troy and has been a wonderful asset to my research. I called her shortly before I left for
Maine, and asked about cemetery locations in the town of Troy. She told me she was getting a
book republished on the history of Troy. In it was a listing of some of the older cemeteries in Troy
and who was buried there, and if I could hang on for a minute she would go and check it for
me.Hang on? Of course I'll hang on!"Now what was the name?" she asked."Prentiss. Ozias
Prentiss!""Let's see... Prentiss." She was checking the firstcemetery listed. "Nope, no Prentiss.
I'm checking Webster Cemetery now." I could hear here thumbing through the pages."Prentiss,"
she was reading. "Ozias and a Marcy? Mercy? Prentiss. He was born in 1781 and died in 1867.
She was born in 1790 and died 1867.""That's them! That's them! You found them! I can't believe
it!" Talk about your dumb luck."I'll send you directions. It's about two miles down an old dirt road
off a side street. It's not hard to find.""Thank-you! Thank-you! Thank, youuuu!" I was dancing on
the other end of the phone. Little did I know the best was yet to come.Troy was just about an
hour's drive from Bangor where I was staying, and when I had arrived, the directions Janet had
sent me were easy enough to follow. I found the side street she had mentioned and pulled onto
the dirt road, a road which use to be the main street through Troy long ago.The rental I was
driving really wasn't suited for the four wheeling I was doing. The road was filled with pot holes
and rocks. It twisted and turned through thick, dense woods. Bugs bounced off the windshield as
I crawled along at five miles an hour.Where the hell is this going?It was hard to believe anything
was on this road, with nothing but dense woods lining both sides as far as I could see. Two miles
don't seem very far, but it is when you're crawling along and the car is bouncing like someone's
jumping on the hood.This has got to be it. There's only a couple of roads in all of Troy.Climbing
one last hill, a number of familiar geometric shapes finally appeared on the right.There it is!



Webster Cemetery!I parked the car to the side of the road and pulled my gear out. Bugs were
bouncing off the car from every direction. They couldn't wait to get a crack at me. I wiped insect
repellent cream on my arms and face. Through the windshield, I could already see the name
Prentiss on a number of the headstones. It looked like something from a Steven King
novel.Opening the door was like preparing to jump into cold water. Bugs circled outside the door,
waiting for the attack. I jumped out and hopped the short chicken wire fence. They followed in hot
pursuit. It took less than a minute to find Ozias and Mercy's headstone as I shooed the bugs
away.OZIAS PRENTISS DIEDSept. 23, 1867 AE. 86 yrs. 9 ms. 18 ds.MERCYhis wifeDIEDNov.
3, 1867AE. 77 yrs. 5 ms. 25 ds.Whenever you travel to a cemetery it's always good genealogical
practice to take a good look around and see who else was buried there. You'll never know what'll
turn up, and sometimes you can establish family relationships and turn up new clues. In this
situation I did have a listing of the people buried in Webster Cemetery, but it didn't take long to
figure out it was far from complete.Only yards from Ozias and Mercy's headstone was their son's
grave, Otis, buried with his wife Sarah.Hey, they're not on this list!I saw another headstone for
Prentiss.They're not on this list, either! Wait a minute...What's going on here?I decided to check
out the entire cemetery, from front to back. The ground was quite uneven as I stomped around
reading a number of headstones. Many of the stones had rather dramatic shapes and fancy
patterns etched on the face of the stone. The name Prentiss appeared from every corner. This
was weird, too weird.As I stomped my way left, a large headstone appeared and I raised head
up to read it.THOMPSONSAMUEL THOMPSON DIEDNov. 13, 1876Age 86 ys. 3 mos.
HANNAH THOMPSONDIEDFeb. 17, 1878Age 85 ys. 3 mos.Thompson? Is that my Thompson?I
pulled out some of my notes on the Thompsons and checked their ages."Son of a b----!, that's
them!" Sarah F., their daughter and twin sister of Eliza (who married Albion K. Prentiss) was
buried there, too."You stinkers, you moved to Troy to be with your kid's in-laws, didn't you?
Probably played cards on a Saturday night."The insect repellent cream wasn't holding out too
well. As I stood in one location or another swatting the flies, others were busy chewing on my
hands. I was bleeding slightly on some of my fingers.God damn these bugs are nasty!I pulled my
camera out and took a number of pictures from different angles. My insect cream had worn out. I
hopped over the fence and threw my gear in the front seat. A couple of the flesh eating bugs
decided to join me inside. The air conditioning took care of them quick enough."Don't like it
when it's cold, eh?" I said as they dropped to the car floor.I turned the car around and crawled on
back down the road, deliriously happy in that I had located the graves of four more ancestors
and had found their dates of death although no paper record of their deaths could be found. Had
I never traveled to Webster Cemetery, I may never have known what happened to the
Thompsons.My hands and neck swollen from bug bites and my legs tired from all that walking, it
was a great temptation to head back to the hotel in Bangor and bring my research trip to a close.
But as you all know by now, I decided to take a little side trip to Penobscot and look up the name
Grindal.From the Editor...As you may have noticed by now, with each issue of the BINGHAM
BULLETIN I have continued to develop and refine the style and the look of the newsletter. I



thought I might introduce another new column that would allow me to convey my thoughts and
small tidbits of information with all of you titled appropriately enough, FROM THE EDITOR.First
of all I want to thank all of you who have supported me in my quest to find out more about our
family history, both in the comments I have received and the many of youwho subscribed and
purchased family charts. The initial response I received was good as far as subscribing to the
newsletter and purchasing family charts, but certainly nothing to brag about. I am hoping with
time and word-of-mouth advertising (from all of you!) more family will get interested.The first
three issues (excluding this column) were all written in late July and early August. I had done this
realizing there would probably be very little time for me in the months following the birth of my
son, something that has definitely turned out to be the case. Getting out the April issue is going
to be a race against the clock in between diaper changes, working, and playing therapist for my
wife.So my time for family research in 1993 was extremely limited, but I did make a major
breakthrough in our French-Canadian heritage, to the point where I will be mailing updates to all
of you for your family charts. It adds approximately 100 names (all direct ancestors) to the family
tree, with most dates reaching back to the 1600s and a few back to the 1500s. Some of the lines
put us in France, a truly amazing accomplishment.To be perfectly frank, I really deserve very
little of the credit. All I had done was write another letter to the Reverend Clarence J. d'Entremont
from the Diocese of Yarmouth and send a copy of October's newsletter along with it thanking
him for his help. I also mentioned I had basically assumed there wasn't much information left he
could provide me with regarding our family history (we all know what happens when you
assume!). You can imagine my shock when I opened his letter and saw it filled with names,
places, and dates on our ancestors from Nova Scotia. It took quite awhile to get all the
information into the computer.As the months have gone by and the new year is now upon us with
the final issue of the BINGHAM BULLETIN due out in April, I have thought about whether or not I
wanted to continue with another year. It does represent quite a bit of work with the time I spend
organizing all the genealogical material, writing, editing, and putting together the final format. I've
also been concerned all along I would have enough to last me another year, but as I think of the
mounds of records sitting at home and the stories I still have to tell I guess it really wouldn't be
that much of a problem.In the end I decided I would produce the newsletter as long as at least
one other family member is interested in learning about our family history and to also lower the
cost to $16. The idea of actually making money on all of this is pretty laughable, considering I
make more money as a computer programmer in one day than all the money I've collected for a
year's worth of newsletters, but it is a great way for me to document my findings and experiences
for future generations so they can understand how I came to the conclusions I made. What is
truly gratifying is knowing that in this age of computer technology I'll be able to save all of the
records, photographs, and information I've collected on permanent storage devices, devices that
won't allow the ink nor the knowledge to fade with time.GRWFrom the Files of...PRENTISS,
ALBION K.Declaration For An Original Invalid Pension. This must be Executed before a Court of
Record or some Officer thereof having Custody of the Seal.State of Maine, County of



Penobscot, ss.On this 18" day of March A.D. one thousand eight hundred and eighty two
personally appeared before me Recorder of the Police Court in Bangor a Court of Record within
and for the county and State aforesaid, Albion K. Prentiss aged 52 years, who, being duly sworn
according to law, declares that he is the identical Albion K. Prentiss who was ENROLLED on the
29" day of May, 1861, in company "B" of the 4th regiment of Maine Infantry Vols. commanded by
Lieut E. Hardin and was honorablyDISCHARGED at Washington D.C. on the 15 day of June,
1864, That his personal description is as follows: Age 53 years; height 6 feet 1/2 inches;
complexion Dark, hair Brown; eyes Dark. That while a member of the organization aforesaid, in
the service and in the line of his duty at Harrison's Landing in the State of Virginia on or about
the 2nd day of July, 1862 he contracted Chronic Diarrhea caused by exposure, bad water & c.
also on or about the first of October 1862, he received a gunshot wound in the foot. - right foot -
That he was treated in hospitals as follows: Baltimore Md. In July 1862; also at Mt. Pleasant
Hospital, Washington D.C. about October 1862.That he has never been employed in the military
or naval service otherwise than as stated above.That since leaving the service this applicant has
resided in the Towns of Troy Veazie & Holden in the State of Maine, and his occupation has been
that of a Farmer.That prior to his entry into the service above named he was a man of good,
sound, physical health, being when enrolled a Carpenter. That he is now two thirds disabled
from obtaining his subsistence by manual labor by reason of his injuries, above described,
received in the service of the United States; and he therefore makes this declaration for the
purpose of being placed on the invalid pension roll of the United States. He hereby appoints with
full power of substitution and revocation (himself) Albion K Prentiss of Holden Maine his true and
lawful attorney to prosecute his claim. That he has never received nor applied for a pension; that
his residence is Holden, Maine, and that his post office address is Holden; Penobscot Co.
Maine.AlbionK.PrentissApril 1994 Vol. 1. No. 4Boiled ClydeHere's a photo that's rather special to
me. The original isn't really the greatest of all pictures. It's actually quite small, more than half of it
is blurred, and the top left corner is torn off. (I've taken the liberty of cropping and enlarging the
image for purposes of the newsletter.) But what does make this photograph so special to me is
that unlike most family snapshots, this one actually has some identifying information on the
back. Finding that information took a bit of doing.A couple of years ago my mom had passed on
to me a number of family photographs because of the work I'd been doing on the family history.
Some of these photos had obviously been glued to the same scrapbook at one time or another,
because now a bunch of them had the same nasty black paper stuck on the back.Whenever an
old family photograph turns up we genealogists pray to that someone took a minute or two to
label the back of that photograph with an identifying name, date or place. Of course most the
time this doesn't happen, and thus this world is filled with millions of old photo albums containing
nameless faces with no dates or places, lost forever to the ages.With these set of photos there
was very little doubt who the people were, although there was one picture of a young man that
my mother thought was Clyde but couldn't be positive.I scooped together all the photos with the
black paper backing and thought to myself, Now what are the chances someone actually wrote



something on the back of one of these damned things?I tried peeling the paper off of one of the
photographs, but found it was firmly cemented to the back.Jesus Christ... This stuff(the glue)
was probably used to hold airplane wings together...I thought of trying a method I used as a kid
to take stamps off of envelopes for my stamp collection; boil some water, put the envelope over
the steam, let it loosen the glue, and then pull the stamp off the envelope.I boiled a pot of water
and began holding the first of many photographs over the rising steam with a pair of tongs. I was
real nervous about damaging any of them with too much steam, and so resigned myself to go
very slow and check the status of each photograph often. It was a long tedious process, but it
was working, although none of the photos contained any writing on the back. As midnight
approached, I was about ready to pack it in.I pulled out one last photo, the one that was
probably Clyde as a young man, and stuck it over the boiling water. Several minutes later, I
pulled a small piece of black paper off the back of the photo.Hey, what's this? Handwriting! Well
I'll be...I put the photo over the rising steam and continued the process. Gradually, as I pulled
more pieces of the black paper off, the letters formed words. Half hour later, I found this on the
back.With a little bit of work I had not only confirmed that this was indeed a picture of Clyde as
young man, but had actually obtained the date the photo was taken giving us a specific age for
him (17 years, 6 months, 16 days) and the place; Trots Island, Cape Porpoise, Maine.I don't
know the specifics about why he was there. Your guess is as good as mine (Perhaps it was a
family trip he took as a teenager with George and Annie). But as I wearily slipped into bed, I was
still thrilled by the wonderful buried treasure of information I had uncovered with a boiling pot of
water, a pair of tongs, and a little perseverance.Just a reminder...Clyde Bingham was born
December 12, 1903 in Lawrence, Massachusetts. Anybody remember his birthday? It was his
ninetieth.Happy Birthday, Clyde.STONE HUNTFlagging down SilasOne of the greatest
challenges I faced in traveling to Maine on the July 4th weekend was that none of the traditional
genealogical resources would be available to me when I arrived. The libraries, courthouses, and
other state agencies would all be closed. I had to make due with what was available, and in this
case, that wasn't much.On the Friday afternoon I landed in Bangor I drove around the streets in
the main part of town looking for a store or gas station that sold road maps. Just a block or two
away from the library, I stumbled across a bookstore, grateful it was actually open.Ah, a
bookstore! They should have maps. Maybe I can find some books on local town histories.I
parked my car on the barren street outside and stepped through the front door. It was very clean
and orderly. Just the kind of bookstore you would find in a big mall. The man behind the counter
smiled."Hi!" I chirped. He smiled back."Can I help you with something?" he asked."Yes," I
answered, explaining to him what I was looking for. He brought me to a rack of maps neatly
stacked, but they were all for the state of Maine and not local maps, including the road atlas I
eventually settled for. As far as local town histories were concerned, he really didn't have
anything, but did suggest another bookstore that specialized in old books. I thanked him, paid for
the atlas, and left.I had already planned on making several other stops that night, including a
preliminary visit to Harts Corner Cemetery (my curiosity and excitement couldn't wait any



longer), so I decided to wait until the next day to try the other bookstore. My visit to Harts Corner
Cemetery is a story unto itself (to be told in a later issue), but when I had finished visiting the
graves of nine of our ancestors, I was overwhelmed and thrilled at how so many of our ancestors
who I had spent so much time and effort researching and learning about were buried in such
close approximation. Little did I realize there were another two waiting to be visited.When I woke
the next morning it was cool and drizzly, not a good day for gravestone photography.Well, let's
go find that other bookstore, Gar. See what we can find.As usual I made a wrong turn here and
there, but eventually found it. It was a small, old, wooden house that had been converted into a
store, a place that didn't exactly stand out against the other larger houses and stores nearby. It
wasn't very impressive looking, but there were a number of cars entering and leaving the small
dirt parking lot. I walked up the wooden steps and stepped inside, rather doubtful I would find
anything at all.The walls were lined with shelves of old books that rose to the ceiling. There were
tables crammed with stacks of books, milk crates jammed with smaller pamphlets and books,
and other stacks of books that sat on the floor. There was something rather cozy in all this.
Perhaps it was the smell of the old books so familiar to me from all the libraries I have been to, or
perhaps it was the warmth of being inside which provided a wonderful relief from the cold
dampness of the day. Whatever it was, I was starting to feel good about this place.The sheer
number of books made me realize the best place to start would be with the person running the
store. He was a thin middle-aged man with a narrow beard. Next to him was a full-grown black
and white cat, who was busy watching his master stacking some books together. As I
approached him both he and the cat looked up at me."Hi," I said. "I'm doing some research in
the area on my family history (this is my standard introductory line in case you hadn't noticed by
now) and was wondering if you had any books on local town histories or families.""Well," he said,
walking over to one of the racks of books. "These shelves are on town histories for Maine..."My
mouth dropped."Over here..." he pulled out two large crates filled with small books and
pamphlets "are genealogical publications and other related material...".I could have kissed him
on the lips, but I knew they didn't go for that sort of thing in Maine.This wasn't just a bookstore.
This was a library, a gold mine of genealogical information. I spent the next hour and half
carefully combing through the wide variety of material. Two books really caught my attention; the
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE HISTORY OF HOLDEN and BREWER - ORRINGTON - HOLDEN -
EDDINGTON -- HISTORY & FAMILIES. The latter was filled with photographs, maps, and the
names of Winchester and Prentiss. It was too good to be true. I searched throughout the book for
very carefully, finally reaching the back of the book ten minutes later. It had several appendixes
listing different little tidbits of information.Hmm...Revolutionary War Veterans buried in Holden
(all in Hart Cemetery). Well, we don't have anyone there...As I began to flip the page my eye
caught a name. On the bottom of the list appeared the name Silas Winchester.That can't be
right! He died in Rutland, Massachusetts while on a visit! Unless they brought his body back.
Would they have done that back then? I guess they could have...My mind started racing.Silas
buried at Harts? Really? Oh, damn! I hope there's still a marker! I don't have any burial record on



him. Gonna have to do this the old fashioned way and check out the whole cemetery.I paid for
the two books and jumped back in the car, heading back to Harts Corner Cemetery.God I hope I
can find him! Won't be back in this part of the country anytime soon...Twenty minutes later I was
back at the cemetery, careful checking headstones one row at a time. Some of headstones of
the Winchesters I had already visited appeared. This burial area was obviously a family plot, but
Silas wasn't here.Hmm... Thought for sure he'd be buried nearby.I continued my search back,
row by row, finally reaching a tall, thin squared stone monument with the name T. J.
WINCHESTER chiseled out at the bottom. It was a family monument, with each side of the stone
listing individuals buried there.SILAS WINCHESTER a soldierof the Revolution DIEDSept. 30,
1838, AE. 80 yrs.SARAH KING his wifedied July 11, 1846, AE. 84 yrs.All right! Found you and
Sarah!I walked around and looked at the individual headstones. One of them marked Sarah's
grave.God, this is my great-great-great-great-great grandmother. Buried almost 150 years ago.
Hey, that headstone's a beauty! Should come out great on film.I scanned the surrounding area
for Silas's headstone, but didn't find anything. No headstone. No flag. I was starting to question
whether or not he was really buried here.I had gone through a situation like this once before on
my father's side. I had found the name of an ancestor on a monument at another family plot, but
as it turned out, the ancestor wasn't actually buried there. Seems someone had planned on
moving the remains to that location but never actually did. I wondered if maybe Silas's name was
on the family monument to honor him, but his body wasn't really buried there. I looked around
some more.Leaning against the family monument was an old sandstone headstone. It had
obviously toppled over and someone had picked it up and leaned it against the family
monument. I checked both sides for writing.Nothing. I wonder if that was Silas's headstone?
Hmm... Let's just say for the sake of argument he is buried here and this was his headstone.
Where would they have buried him?I scanned the area again. There were four open spots where
a body could have been buried, two on a different row from Sarah. In between his wife Sarah
and Thomas Winchester's adopted daughter Jennie was one of them, which was the most
obvious choice.That's got to be it. Sarah died less than 10 years after Silas. They would have
buried her next to him.I stood above the bare open spotHe deserves a flag. Fought in the
American Revolution over a year and a half. He should have a flag.I took a photo of the spot, but
knew I couldn't be really sure Silas was buried there until I could get my hands on his burial
record. I wrote down the names of the other Winchesters buried there and drew a crude map of
their locations.Well, we won't know for sure until we get back home. Have to contact the town
clerk again.Back home in Orlando I shot off a letter to Carolyn Batchelder, town clerk of Holden.
She had helped me many times before in obtaining a variety of records, including a plot map of
Harts Corner Cemetery and a number of the related burial lunch, but I spoke with one of the
clerks who checked the file. He did find a burial record for an S. Winchester buried with several
other Winchesters including Sarah but admitted he didn't know the records too well and
suggested I call back later and speak to Carolyn. I did, and this time Carolyn answered the
phone. She promised she would send me a copy of the burial record."I'd also like to get a flag for



Silas's grave. Do you know who I might get in touch with in order toThe Winchester plot at Harts
Corner Cemetery, Holden, Maine. From left to right in the front row we see Sarah's tombstone,
an open spot (where Silas is probably buried), Jennie's tombstone, another open spot, and
finally Eliza's and Thomas's (son of Silas's) tombstone. To the left of the large family monument
are two open spots, with Sophia's and James's (son of Silas and also a veteran) tombstones to
the right.records. I needed her help one more time. get a flag for him?"Months passed with no
response, to the point "Actually," she replied, "we keep a list here of all where I decided just to
call instead. She was out to the veterans. I'll add him to it." I thanked her for all her help. A week
or so later, the burial record arrived with a note from Carolyn.I assume the S. is Silas this is all we
have as to his burial & I will see that he gets a flag.CarolynI checked the burial record against the
plot map. S. Winchester was the lot owner. It also showed he was buried in the same row Sarah
was, ruling out two of the spots on my map. The other Winchesters buried in that row were listed
as well. I checked it against the crude map I had drawn up months earlier. Listed from top to
bottom on the burial record:Sarah Winchester S. WinchesterJennie Winchester Eliza Jane
Winchester Eliza WinchesterThomas WinchesterMy map showed in a left to right direction:
Sarah WinchesteropenspotJennieopen spotE. J. (Eliza Jones Winchester) T. J. W. (Thomas
Winchester).I won't ever be certain Silas was buried in the exact spot I guessed, but it does
seem the burial record recorded the individuals and their locations from left to right, since my
map and the list match up. But of course it doesn't really matter where the "exact" spot is where
an ancestor is buried, but that he or she is buried on those grounds. And as for Silas, I know now
he was, and next July 4th he'll have a flag to honor his grave.The French Connection, Part IIAs I
reported to you in the January 1994 issue, I had written another letter to the Reverend Clarence
J. d'Entremont from the Diocese ofPubnico, Yarmouth County, Nova Scotia. I had assumed there
was not much more he could provide regarding our family heritage, since I had read in a
reference book at the library on Nova Scotian records that many of the church records didn't
begin until the late 1700s. As you know by now, that was a terrible assumption. With his second
letter, the Reverend provided us with almost 100 new names to add to the family tree and
brought us to the shores of France with some of the family lines. I still haven't written back to
thank him for all the information he provided and ask a few more questions.In his letter he gives
some greater detail on some of our ancestors that I thought you would find interesting.
Referencing your family charts might be a big help in order to follow along. I'm skipping around
the family tree, so I'm not going to mention every ancestor. Here are some of what I thought were
the more interesting excerpts from his letter.(Ancestors of Sylvanus Amirault)Ange Amirault, son
of Jacques & Jeanne Lord, b. 1737, taken into exile in Mass. in 1756, married in Mass. the
following. Returned from exile 1766. Died in East Pubnico Feb. 7, 1834, close to 97.Natalie
Belliveau, da. of Charles & Agnes Gaudet, born in Port Royal (now Annapolis, N.S.) Jan. 11,
1742. Taken into exile...Sylvain Pothier, son of Dominique & Anne Surette. He escaped the
expulsion with his family in New Brunswick. Married Oct. 20, 1779, Elisabeth LeBlanc who
follows. Died in Wedgeport, N.S. May 29, 1825.Elisabeth LeBlanc, dite Isabelle, of Church Point,



N.S., da. of Pierre and of Marie-Madeleine Babin; born on wharf of Boston, Nov. 25, 1755, just
after arriving here from Grand Pre her mother, in vessel taking the Acadians into exile. Died
being 91.Jacques Amirault, son of Francois & Marie Pitre, b. July 31, 1702, ma. Aug. 24, 1726,
Jeanne Lord who follows. Taken into exile - the ancestors of all the Amiraults in south-western
Nova Scotia.Charles Belliveau, son of Charles & Marie Melanson, b. 1702, ma. Nov. 16, 17,
1725, the following. Origin of the Belliveau family of Pubnico.Madeleine Elie in 1651, and was
given as a Barony the territory of Pubnico. This Philippe Mius d'Entremont would have had as
paternal grandfather Nicholas Mius, who was killed in Paris in 1572, Aug. 25, along with
Gaspard de Coligny, who was at the head of the Protestants in France, of whom he was the
German interpretor. A son of Nicholas Mius would have been adopted by Jacqueline
d'Entremont, widow of Gaspard de Coligny, who would have added her own maiden name,
"d'Entremont", to this adopted son nom "Mius", which became "Mius d'Entremont". In Acadia the
Acadians kept the name d'Entremont; the Indians, issued from this family, took the name Mius,
which I found spelled in 25 different ways.Note that Anne de La Tour, mother of Jacques
d'Entremont II was the daughter of Charles de La Tour, governor of Acadia.Dominique Pothier,
son of Pierre & Marie Doucet, ma. in 1753 Anne Surette, who follows. Escaped in the woods of
New Brunswick at the time of the expulsion of the Acadians. Came to Yarmouth county in the
1770s.Anne Surette, da. of Pierre and of Catherine Breau, b. 1733, d. Jan. 18, 1832, aged
101.Pierre LeBlanc, son of Jacques & Elisabeth Boudro, at about 26 years of age ma. the
following, Oct. 4, 1745 at Gran Pre. Exiled in Mass. - coming back, settled in Church Point, Nova
Scotia.Jacques d'Entremont II, son of Jacques I and Anne de La Tour, born in East Pubnico
1680, died in exile in Walpole, Mass., July 28, 1759, buried in Boston, Mass. Had married
Marguerite Amirault, da. of Francois (who came from France) and of Marie Pitre. She was born
Dec. 9, 1704; died Oct. 18, 1786, in West Pubnico.(Ancestors of Caroline d'Entremont)Joseph
d'Entremont, son of Jacques II & Marguerite Amirault, b. in 1734. Taken into exile in Mass.,
where he married Nov. 22, 1762, Agnes Bellieveau. Died in West Pubnico May 20, 1783.Agnes
Belliveau, da. of Charles & Agnes Gaudet, b. Oct. 17, 1739. Taken into exile to Mass. with her
parents.Joseph Amirault, oldest son of Ange & Natalie Belliveau, b. Feb. 3, 1764, ma. Marguerite
Surette who follows. They settled after exile, in West Pubnico, where Joseph d. April 2,
1817.Victor Babin, son of Jean & Marguerite Bourg, born around 1734, died June 24, 1830, said
to be 96. Escaped the expulsion. Married in Halifax, N.S., Cecile Bellefontaine July 21,
1768.Jacques d'Entremont I, was the son of Baron Philippe Mius d'Entremont, who was born in
Normandy, France. Came over with his wife,Reading about so many of our ancestors being
expelled or exiled made me curious to find out what this was all about (as you probably are). I
looked for a good history book at the library on Nova Scotia and it's history, but quite frankly
didn't find much. But I did find this from Collier's Encyclopedia which cleared up a few
questions:acquired all of Canada. About 2,000 Acadians later returned to Nova Scotia. There,
with a like number who had escaped deportation, they took the unqualified oath of allegiance
and became British citizens. Many of them settled along St. Marys and Pubnico



bays.SettlementWith the opening of the 17th century French and English monarchs not only laid
claim to the region but granted charters to adventurers who were to validate those claims by
means of settlement. Whereas French claims to the region, called Acadie by the French, rested
on the discoveries of Giovanni da Verrazano (1524) and Jacques Cartier (1534-1542), English
claims could point to the voyage of Cabot (1497).That's as much as I've found to date. I'm sure
there are books out there with much greater detail on the expulsion of the Acadians, but I didn't
find any at the one library I checked. I thought the fact that one of Annie's ancestors was buried
in Boston was amazing. Who would have thought? What great reading it would make as an
article for my STONE HUNT column. If only I can track the little bugger down. God, this stuff
never ends...So here we find where all this talk of the Acadians comes from. The French called
Nova Scotia Acadie, and their inhabitants wereconsidered Acadians. It continues:Notations
written by doctors on death certificatesDispersal of the Acadians.The French incited the Indians
to oppose the extension of British settlement and strove to induce the Acadians to migrate to the
territory claimed by France. The homes of Acadians at Beaubassin were burned to prevent them
from returning to British sovereignty. By 1752 about 2,000 Acadians had move to Ile St-Jean and
700 to Ile Royale. In 1740 Governor Cornwallis preferred not to coerce the remaining Acadians
into taking the oath of allegiance for fear they might leave their homes and join a potential enemy
near at hand. He hoped that, once the French were driven from the isthmus of Chignecto and
the region north of the Bay of Fundy, the Acadians would become faithful British subjects.
However, in 1755 the Acadians were again asked to take the oath of allegiance, and when they
refused, some 6,000 of them were transported to New England. In 1758 the British captured
Louisbourg and in the peace treaty of 1763, ending the Seven Years' War, they• A mother died in
infancy•Deceased had never been fatally sick•Died suddenly, nothing serious•Died suddenly at
age 103•Went to bed feeling well, but woke up dead•Pulmonary hemorrhage, sudden death.
Duration four years•Deceased died from blood poison, caused by a broken ankle, which is
remarkable, as the automobile struck him between the lamp and the radiator- From the
Sunnyside of GenealogyFrom the Editor...So here we are with the fourth and final issue of the
BINGHAM BULLETIN in its first year. I hope you haven't been disappointed. I've tried to portray
the art of genealogy in an entertaining way that conveys the excitement and thrill I feel as I
uncover the little pieces of our heritage.At first glance, the idea of someone spending his or her
weekends and vacation time at a library or cemetery might not sound all that exciting, but
hopefully as you've seen, there are times when finding a new ancestor or missing piece of
information can give one sucha tremendous thrill and feeling of elation. The hunt can make your
heart pound.I've tried to consistently upgrade the quality of this newsletter over the year, both in
content and the overall look. With this issue I'm using an optical scanner to scan in all the
photographs so they can be manipulated within the document, rather than just paste the photos
to a single page and photocopy them as I've done in the past. It's more complicated scanning in
the pictures, but in my opinion it will produce a better, more polished product. Hope you like the
results.I'd like hear from all of you on what you liked or didn't like, and what you'd like to see



more of. I didn't put too much detail or historical background in the first few issues for a reason. I
thought it was more important to give an overall picture of how I went about finding the things I
did, rather than dwell in great detail over what exactly I did find. That's what the family charts are
for, and in that regard, I hope nobody was disappointed there either. Believe me when I tell you it
represents a tremendous amount of time and effort on my part. Hopefully it shows.What amazes
me is there is so much left to be done! Now that we've successfully bridged the gap between
Nova Scotia and France on Annie's side, there is so much work to do looking at the French
records. With any luck we could get back to the eleventh or twelfth century. As far as the
Binghams are concerned, with a lot of hard work and money, I'll be able to pick up on their trail
over in Ireland and get us back another hundred years or so.The Prentiss family has long, deep
roots in the New England area that go everywhere, and in most cases I still haven't identified the
original immigrant. The majority of those lines will probably take use back to England, and there
again we're talking about records that can easily take us back to the eleventh or twelfth century
(Come to think of it, wasn't Robin Hood supposedly living about that time? Boy is that a scary
thought!)Once again thanks to all of you for your support over the course of this year. My heart
aches to get back to the library and do some real digging, and uncover some new name or
family line. Writing about my adventures makes me miss it all the more.I am a bit concerned
about how long I can keep up producing new stories and information for the newsletter, since my
time and resources as a husband and new father are so much more limited now. Without fresh
material, this newsletter cannot continue. Hopefully I can carve out enough time this year to get
some things done.This first year was really a vehicle for me to develop some style and also
capture many of the amazing adventures that took place while the memories were still fresh in
my mind. With volume two, I'll be spending more time sharing the detail I've discovered and
providing more of the historical background to fill out the picture. As all good genealogists know,
one must understand the historical events of the time in order to understand the ancestor better.
Ready for another year? Good, so am I.GRWFrom the Files of...WINCHESTER, SILASFrom the
Files of...Silas Winchester, veteran of the American Revolution.State of MainePenobscot fs.On
this Twentieth day of April in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and Thirty Nine
personally appeared before Frederick H Allen one of the Justices of the District Court for the
State aforesaid, Sarah Winchester now resident of the town of Brewer in said County of
Penobscot widow, aged Seventy Seven years the tenth day of last November, who being first
duly sworn according to law doth on her oath make the following declaration, in order to obtain
the benefit of the provision made by Act of Congress passed July 7th 1838 entitled "An act
granting half pay and pensions to certain widows." That She is the widow of Silas Winchester
who was a Volunteer soldier in theRevolutionary war, that she cannot say from recollection as to
the time when he entered the service, nor when he left the same -- At the time of his joining the
army he resided in the town of Brookline in the County of Suffolk and State of Massachusetts -
She has no documentary proof of her husbands service, but refers to the Records of the War
Dept for evidence as her husband was a pensioner for several years, and received his money at



Portland in said State of Maine. She further declares that she was married to the Said Silas
Winchester in the town of Wrentham in the State of Massachusetts on the first day of May in the
year of our Lord Seventeen hundred and Eighty Three. She also says that her husband died at
Rutland on the Thirtieth day of last September. That she was no married prior to his leaving the
service, but that the marriage took place previous to the first day of January Seventeen hundred
and Ninety four, namely at the time and place above Stated and that she has never since been
marriedWitness to the signature. Elias Blake.SarahWinchesterJuly 1994 Vol. 2. No. 1The
Winchester LegacyMost of what I've accomplished in researching the family history has been
done in the past three years, with the exception of one or two items gathered together from my
original attempt as a teenager. When I pulled out all the old books and information I had
collected long ago, there was one piece of paper which contained quite a bit ofFlora Isabell
WinchesterThe last of eight generations in our Winchester ancestry.information on the
Winchester family line. Not remembering where it came from and not knowing the original
source it was copied from, I set about to confirm the family line with other sources. Here's what
was on that one page.Flora Isabell 8 Winchester born 1859. Married Samuel T. Prentiss 1876.
(Hand written)Sept 16, 1931 - Hyde Park, Mass.Silas7Winchester of Holden, Maine. Born 1809.
Died 1880. Married Nov. 29, 1838 Hannah Lombard.Benjamin 6 Winchester of Holden, Maine.
Born at Wrentham, Mass., May 10, 1786. Died at Holden, Me., June 8, 1870. Married May 27,
1807 Ruth Leavens.Silas5Winchester born Brookline, Mass., Sept. 5, 1758. Died Rutland,
Mass., Sept. 30, 1838 while on a visit there. He was a Revolutionary soldier. Married May 1,
1783 Sally King of Wrentham, Mass. They lived at Wrentham until about 1787 when they moved
to that part of Orrington, Maine, that is now the town of Holden.Deacon4Elhanan Winchester
born at Brookline, Mass., 1720. Died at Harvard, Mass., Sept. 20, 1810. He was a prominent
citizen of Brookline, where he lived on Heath Street, near the Newton line, in the present
Chestnut Hill district. He was a farmer, shoemaker and occasionally preached. He moved from
Brookline in 1793 to Brimfield, Mass., and in a few years to Harvard, where he joined the
Shakers, and died among them. He changed his religion four times, that is, he belonged to five
different sects. He was married three times, and had fifteen children, and probably the great
mass of Winchesters of today descend from him, and most of these through his second son
Samuel, who lived near Syracuse, N.Y. Silas5 of Holden, Me., was a son of Elhanan4 by his
second wife, Sarah Belcher.Elhanan 3 Winchester of Brookline, Mass. Born at Brookline, March
14, 1691. Died at Brookline, June 1752. Married 1713 Mary, daughter of Isaac Taylor of Boston.
They had ten children.Josiah 2 Winchester of Brookline, Mass. Born at Brookline, Mass., May
20, 1655. Died at Brookline Feb. 22, 1728. Married Dec. 10, 1678, Mary, daughter of Peter Lyon
of Dorchester. He was a leading citizen of Brookline and for years held one or another of the
chief town offices. He was the first town clerk.John1Winchester, the first of his family in America.
Baptized at Cranbrook, County Kent, England, May 19, 1611. Arrived in Boston, Mass., 1635.
Lived a few years at Hingham, Mass., and Oct. 15, 1638 married at Scituate, Mass., Hannah
Sealis, who had come from a town in Kent only a few miles from Cranbrook. They soon removed



to Brookline, where he died April 25, 1694. His large farm in Brookline was on the present
Harvard Street, toward Brighton from Coolidge Corner, running back up Corey Hill. Here he lived
as well as several generations of his descendants. His old house was pulled down about
1830.Some pretty good stuff, but at the time I had "rediscovered" this information, I didn't know
what the connection was to our family tree. Who were these Winchesters, and how did they fit
into the picture? I found out when I wrote to the state of Maine and requested a copy of Albert
Prentiss's marriage certificate. On the back were the names of his parents.Samuel Prentiss and
Flora Winchester. So that's who they are; Albert's folks!The next step was obvious. Albert
married in April of 1900. The official certificate listed his parent's place of residence as Holden.
With the 1900 U.S. Census taking place only two months later, it was a sure bet I would find
Samuel and Flora living in the town of Holden. I drove to library and loaded the 1900 U.S.
Census on the microfilm viewer. An hour later, I found them.The 1900 U.S. census contains quite
a bit of information , including the birth month and year of each individual and the number of
years married (if applicable). Checking the number of years married for Samuel and Flora, it
matched up with what was on my piece of paper. Flora's year of birth also matched up; 1859.The
next step was to send for their marriage record, hoping it contained the names of Flora's parents.
Vital records did not begin in most states until 1900, so prior to that, most birth, marriage, and
death records were kept on a local basis, if they were kept at all.I wrote to the town clerk of
Holden requesting a copy of the marriage record. Several weeks later aresponse arrived in the
mail; a marriage entry for Samuel and Flora. Her parents were listed; Silas & Hannah
Winchester.I wanted to check up on Samuel and Flora in the 1910 U.S. census. Surprisingly,
Samuel was living Holden, but Flora was gone.Hmm... Bet Flora split for one reason or another.
That handwritten date is probably a death date for her.I sent a request for Flora's death
certificate from Massachusetts. Sure enough, a few months later, it showed up. It was Flora's
death date. The names Silas and Hannah showed up again as her parents.The next step was to
write for a copy of Silas's death record, hoping this might contain the names of his parents. This
time I got back not only a copy of the death entry for Silas showing his father was Benjamin, but
Benjamin's death entry showing his father was Silas, our Revolutionary War soldier.The next
source I used to continue my hunt back on the Winchester line came from a book containing the
histories of Brewer, Orrington, Holden, and Eddington; towns all in close proximity to one
another. Among the many items contained in this book was a section on town and probate
records. Here I found a simple two line entry which ended my chase.Silas 5 Winchester Dea
Elkanah 4 Jr El 3 Josiah 2 John 1Prob (Actual Signature Silas Winchester 1789)Silas
Winchester had recorded his family line going back to the original Winchester immigrant in the
town records.All right, Silas! That away!My hunt had confirmed the Winchester ancestry as
recorded on the piece of paper, giving the overall narrative more validity. I took a trip to the library
and scoured through a multitude of books to see what else I could dig up on them. I found
several things, including this passage from a book called Genealogical and Personal
Memoirs.The Winchesters are an old English family and for many generations anterior to the



seventeenth century were seated in Kent, from whence it is supposed that the American
ancestor of the family here considered came to New England. According to well authenticated
records the immigrant Winchesters were two brothers, both young men, who followed the tide of
westward emigrants and took up their homes in the Plymouth colony on Cape Cod. One of the
brothers, Alexander by name, is said not to have left male issue, and of the other it is said that he
was the progenitor and ancestor of all who have borne his surname in this country. It is with this
branch of the Winchester family that we have particularly to deal in this narrative, and while in
some respects the records of his descendants is settled with reasonable certainty, there are
others of them who are known to be among his descendants, yet by reason of imperfect records
the line is difficult and in some cases quite impossible to establish beyond question of doubt.(I)
John Winchester, who is mentioned in history as "one of the founders of New England," and
who probably is entitled to the distinction of having been the ancestor of all who bear his
surname on this side of the Atlantic ocean, sailed from the city of London in the "Elizabeth,"
William Stagg, master, in April, 1635, and then was nineteen years old. From what part of
England he came is not certain, but tradition says that he was of the Winchesters of Kent. In
1636 he settled in the plantation at Hingham, in the colony of Plymouth, with his fellow voyagers,
the Bates family, and in July of that year was allotted five acres of farm land. He joined the first
church in Boston in 1636, was made freeman in 1637, and was admitted to membership of the
Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company in 1638. Soon after 1650 he left Hingham and went to
Muddy River, that part of Boston which now is Brookline, where he part of Boston which now is
Brookline, where he 73, and tythingman in 1680. He seems to have prospered at Muddy River,
and at his death, April 25, 1694, left an estate which inventories as of the value of three hundred
and seven pounds ten shillings, and which was inherited by his sons John and Josiah. John
Winchester, the elder, married, October 15, 1638, Hannah Sealis, daughter of Deacon Richard
Sealis, of Scituate. She died September 18, 1697, having borne her husband four children: 1.
John, baptized June 2, 1644. 2. Mary, March 26, 1648. 3. Jonathan, died Roxbury, January 8,
1679. 4. Josiah, born March 20, 1655, died February 22, 1728.I found several other sources
which pretty much repeated the same thing, with this piece of little trivia I thought I might throw
in.trivia I thought I might throw in.45, he(John Winchester) took an active part in the
proceedings, from which cause he was fined, but subsequently released on account of his
poverty.There you go, the earliest record of one of our ancestors being locked up.I found a copy
of the Freeman's Oath and put it in this month's From the Filescolumn. This oath is what John
Winchester pledged in order to be a member of the body politic entitling him to exercise the right
of suffrage and to hold office, spoken more than 350 years ago.The Winchester family line takes
us back further than any other line I currently know of, back to just fifteen years after the first
settlers in Plymouth. Perhaps I'll find out through more searching one of our ancestors did take
that original little boat ride on the Mayflower, but until then, we can be proud in the fact our blood
has been established in this country during its very beginnings.STONE HUNTThe Brayman
BunchOf the numerous pages of information stored in the pension files of Civil War veteran



Joseph Brayman, one of them recorded his death.Paid $24 to June 4, 1915To the Chief,
Finance Division:You are hereby notified that check #8605298 for $72 dated Sep 4, 1915, in
favor of Joseph E. Brayman, post-office Chelsea, Mass, Certificate # 64562 Civ War Soldiers
Home, Class Civil War, Section 7, has been returned to this office by the Postmaster with the
information that the pensioner died 6 July 1915 and said check has this day been canceled.Very
respectfully,Guy O. Taylor,Disbursing Clerk.existence of Parker cemetery. Seems no one had
actually heard of it.Directory assistance for Dedham, Maine, didn't have a listing of a Parker
cemetery. This wasn't terribly surprising. Cemeteries close all the time and the records are
shipped to the town hall or somewhere else. So when I heard there was no listing, I tried the
town clerk for Dedham. Surely they would know. I was a bit more surprised by this
response."Parker cemetery?" the clerk replied. "Never heard of it. I've lived here all my life and
know the area pretty well, and I've never heard of Parker cemetery."Lived there all your life and
never heard of it? Crap...What the heck was going on? Was the death certificate wrong? Did the
boundary lines for change over the years and now Parker This, of course, gave me just what I
needed to send for his death certificate; the location and date of death. I wrote to Vital Records
and Statistics in Massachusetts enclosing a check. Several months later I received my
certificate.In it contained some key information on his parents, plus it documented the place of
burial, Parker Cemetery, Dedham, Maine.Bingo! We'll have to pay old Joe a visit
someday...Which came a lot sooner than I expected. In the hectic week and a half before I left for
my trip in July of 1993 to Maine I spent quite a bit of time making calls to the area, talking to a
number of town clerks, library personnel, and genealogists in the area. Of the many questions I
asked and answers I received, a mystery began brewing over the cemetery was considered in a
different town? Something funky must have happened."Is it possible the name was changed at
one time or another?" I asked."I don't think so," the clerk replied. "If it did, it would have
happened a long time ago because I know all the cemeteries in the area and none of them have
changed. I'll give Unis Ladd a call. She does genealogical work around here. She'll know.""Great.
I appreciate it. What time do you close?""5:00.""All right, I'll call you back then."We both hung up.
I was at work and had made the call from an empty conference room. I figured my boss wouldn't
be too thrilled with me calling Maine checking on dead ancestors during the middle of the work
day. I sneaked out and headed back to my cube, feeling a bit glum. A cemetery changing names
wasn't very likely.Late in the afternoon, I sneaked back into the same empty conference
room."Town clerk. Can I help you?""Ah, yes. I called earlier today regarding Parker cemetery. Did
you get a chance to call Unis Ladd?""Oh, yeah. Yes, I did. Yeah, she said Parker changed it's
name long ago to Brookside. I know where that is. It's not too far from here."Thank God!"Great!
Do you have the burial records for Brookside?""No, we don't. Those are kept privately by Mary
Dresser. She lives across the street from the cemetery.""Do you have her number by any
chance?"The clerk did, and gave me the number. I thanked her for all her help. I hung up and
dialed Mary's number. The voice of an older woman answered."Hi, is Mary Dresser there?""Yes,
this is she.""Hi, Mary. I'm calling from Florida and am planning on traveling to Maine next week.



I'm doing some research on my family history and believe that at least one of my ancestors is
buried at Brookside cemetery. My understanding is you have all the burial records for that
cemetery.""Yes, that's true. What's the name you're looking for?""Brayman. Joseph
Brayman.""Oh, yes, he's there.""Really?" My voice rose in excitement. "You know the cemetery
that well to know he's there.""Oh, well, yes. It's not a very big cemetery, you see. He's a war
veteran, I think, isn't he?""Yes, that's right!""Yes, let me check the book." She left the phone for a
minute. "Now let me see. Joseph Brayman - and a Christine and Forest?""Christine? That's his
wife! Forest was his son.""Yes, well, they're all there."I thanked her and got directions to the
cemetery. I asked if I could stop by her house and see the burial records. You never know what'll
turn up. "If you would like to, that's fine."We both agreed Friday night was the best night to get
together, the first day I arrived in Maine."I'll be here. See you then."When my plane touched
down at the runway at Bangor airport late Friday afternoon, I made a few stops before finally
heading to Dedham for my visit with Mary. With a wrong turn here and there, I finally found her
house on a lonely narrow stretch of road. Something familiar caught my eye from down below
the hill on the left side of the road.A cemetery... That's got to be Brookside!My curiosity got the
best of me. I passed Mary's house and turned the car onto a dirt road that ran up and alongside
the cemetery. I could now very clearly see the name BROOKSIDE CEMETERY posted on the
fence. Little American flags dotted several of the graves. It was a tiny graveyard, but very well
kept. This was going to be a piece of cake. I hopped out of the car opened the front gate to the
cemetery. My eyes raced for the name BRAYMAN.Brayman, Brayman. Where are you Joseph?I
crisscrossed the cemetery, making my way towards the back.Come on, come on, come on! I
know you're here.The name BRAYMAN popped out.There you are!Joseph and Christina's
gravestones were neatly set close to one another. Their son Forest had a smaller stone on the
same row, further down.Joseph Brayman and Christina Carr. I've found you!The excitement and
adrenaline rush subsided as I stared at well-kept headstones marking two of my direct
ancestors, my great-great-grandparents.There is always this feeling of pride and glory that hits
me when I find the grave of an ancestor, knowing how hard I had worked and how far I had
traveled just to be there. After a minute or so it subsides and another feeling enters, one that is a
bit more sad.You had your hopes and dreams. You had your good times...I looked over at the
small stone marking their baby son Forest's grave....and your bad.I think of my son and how
much he means to me. I wonder how any parent can survive the pain of losing their child.The
final emotion I feel when standing at the grave of an ancestor is that of the family historian,
where it is time to photograph the headstones for the record and examine the area more fully,
looking for possible clues. Perhaps a brother, or sister, or parent is buried nearby, something that
will lead me on to more information about the family history.I noticed two empty spots between
Forest and Christine.I wonder if Grace might be buried here but doesn't have a stone!She
wasn't. In fact, my visit with Mary didn't turn up very much. The records she had basically
showed what I already knew; Joseph, Christine, and Forest were all buried there. But there were
some interesting and curious footnotes to all this that came about.First of all, Parker cemetery



was bought out just three years after Joseph was buried, and the new owner changed the name
to Brookside. No wonder nobody heard of Parker, this all happened in 1918!Secondly, the
woman who took care of the records before Mary Dresser spent a considerable amount of time
and effort contacting surviving family members of those buried at Brookside asking for money so
perpetual care could be provided for the graves. That's why the cemetery was so well kept.
Apparently money was sent on behalf of the Braymans, but by who? There are really only two
possibilities I see, and that would be either of the two daughters, Susan or our ancestor,
Grace.Finally, the lot was paid for in 1866. Why? Why would Joseph pay $100 back then for a
family lot when he was in his early twenties and not married?Unfortunately, there are a great
many questions still to be answered on the Brayman family line. But on that day, my hunt ended
with a little cemetery plot in the town of Dedham.The Brayman PuzzleIf you haven't already
looked by now, take a close look at the information contained on the death certificate of Joseph
Brayman. There are some pretty interesting details given in there, and some which are making
my search for the Brayman line more confusing.Fortunately in his death certificate it lists both his
parents, Solomon Brayman and Susan Giles. It also shows Hollandas the place of birth for
Solomon. Now in the 1900 U.S. Census I found Joseph and Christine living in Holden, Maine.
One of the questions asked on the census is birthplace of father and the response given was
Rhode Island. It's important to note here that Joseph might not have given this answer himself,
that his wife or even a neighbor might have given the information and it was wrong. But either
way there's obviously a conflict here. Which one, if either, is correct?My guess is the census,
because it was taken while Joseph and Christine were alive. The information on their births is
exact (containing the correct month and year information for both individuals) telling me whoever
supplied the information knew what they were talking about.So, what's the problem?The
problem is in checking Rhode Island records I found two Solomon Braymans who could have
been Joseph's father. In tracking them decade by decade, neither one ever shows a Susan or
Joseph living with them. One of them gets married, has kids, and dies in 1879. The other stays a
bachelor all his life and dies at a ripe old age in Rhode Island.I searched a number of indexes
and census, and couldn't find Joseph as a boy or young man.Perhaps, I thought to myself,he
was an illegitimate child, and lived with his mom somewhere else and one of these Solomons
still is the father.Hollandon the death certificate bothered me.When somebody provides
information on a death certificate, there's usually some kind of rhyme or reason behind the
answers. You don't arbitrarily pick a country and put it on a death certificate.Perhaps, I thought to
myself, Joseph's father was born in Rhode Island, but his parents were from Holland and the
person providing the answers to the death certificate had heard about the Dutch background,
confused the issue a little bit and thought it was Joseph's dad who was born in Holland.I did a
check on the Solomon Brayman who lived to a ripe old age. His heritage went far back in the old
Rhode Island colonial records.I checked the other Solomon, who died in 1879. Had he lived less
than a year more, I could have checked the 1880 U.S. Census with him in it and it would have
listed his parent's place of birth.Couldn't stick around another year to make life easier for me,



huh? Jerk.The 1870 U.S. Census does have a wonderful category though called Parentage -
Father of foreign birth - Mother of foreign birth.If the response is yes, the column is checked. I
searched for Solomon in the 1870 census.Found you! Parentage - Father of foreign birth... It's
checked! Mother of foreign birth... It's checked! Baby, this is getting interesting...I went back to
the Rhode Island records and found his parents names - David and Abigail. I checked the 1850
census for the both of them.Brayman, Brayman... David and Abigail! Place of birth is...Rhode
Island? Crap. Double crap.Actually, the person at the top of the census page had Rhode Island
listed, and all those following on the rest of the page had double quote marks. It could be in error
for a number of reasons. I have some more checking to do. Stay tuned.But the question still
remains with our Joseph Brayman. How did he, whose father was supposedly born in Rhode
Island and mother from Maine, end up being born in New Hampshire and marry a girl from Nova
Scotia in the town of Boston? And why the heck is he bouncing around New England like a
freaking ping pong ball?From the Editor...Be honest. In the back of your mind, when you signed
up for a years worth of newsletters, you were wondering just how big a piece of crap it would be,
didn't you? Huh? Yeah, I thought so. That's all right. I doubt anybody had any idea what I had
done or where I was going with all this. To tell you the truth, neither did I. But when I set about to
do something, I want to do it right. Especially when big money is involved.It's year two and I'm
scrambling to find the time to put together another year's worth of issues. It's not the easiest
thing to do when my little rug rat is out and about crawling around my feet trying to pull the cord
out of the wall to the computer. Sometimes I wait until late at night when the family is asleep to
slap something together. Other times I sneak some time in at work on a late Friday afternoon or
during lunch break. But either way I just keep plugging along.It's been a year almost to the day
when I took my famous research trip to Maine and two years since I went to Massachusetts.
Massachusetts was a major stepping stone, in that much of the groundwork done there helped
me break past barriers and push the family tree back in time. Maine was the wonderful fulfillment
of seeing all my hard work come to life. It was there where the names WINCHESTER,
BRAYMAN, GRINDAL, THOMPSON, and PRENTISS came to life. They were no longer names
on a piece of paper, they were real people, with families and loved ones who buried them in the
land they had walked upon. Maine was also the straw that broke the camel's back, convincing
me to take a stab at putting together a newsletter. Too much had happened in such a dramatic
fashion to not chronicle the events in one way or another.I haven't told you everything about my
research. For the most part, I've written about the successes. But guess what? I turned up a lot
of dead ends, too. Like now. I'm trying to hunt down the Prentiss line, and keep running into one
brick wall after another. Just got to dig the heels in deeper and keep at it. I've also got another
line on the Binghams in America. Might be a big key in getting a foothold in Ireland.Anyway,
getting back to Maine, I've captured some of the events that transpired on that amazing
weekend, but there are still a few more stories to be told. The one thing I haven't really conveyed
is the hectic pace in which all of my stories unfolded. I had two days (and a Friday night when I
arrived) to do all the research possible and capture it for the sake of posterity. Not an easy task;



especially on a holiday weekend when nothing is open.In that time I was able to visit the graves
of nineteen ancestors, six of which I discovered when I got there. Ivisited a number of towns and
locations, met a whole host of great people, and ate dinner no earlier than 9:00 every night. With
a rental car and a road atlas and a total unfamiliarity with the area (where's a gas station? a
place to eat? am I going the right way?) I was damned lucky to get around as quickly and
successfully as I did.I have such great hopes to one day travel north again and continue the
pursuit of our New England ancestors. It's funny but every time I go on one of these research
trips I think to myself "What are you doing here? You're a thousand miles from home, spending
your vacation time in a library or cemetery when you could be relaxing on a beach somewhere.
Is this really worth it?"Of course the answer is always yes. When I think of all the trips I have
taken and the places I've seen, they pale in comparison to the time I have spent in New England.
Those experiences will always be the most meaningful and memorable of my life.GRWFrom the
Files of...The Freeman's OathI, A. B., being by the Almighty's most wise disposition become a
member of this body consisting of the Governor, Deputy Governor, Assistants and Commonalty
of the Massachusetts in New England, do freely and sincerely acknowledge that I am justly and
lawfully subject to the Government of the same, and do accordingly submit my person and
estate to be protected, ordered and governed by the laws and constitutions thereof, and do
faithfully promise to be from time to time obedient and conformable thereunto, and to the
authority of the said Governor and Assistants, and their successors, and to all such laws, orders,
sentences and decrees as shall be lawfully made and published by them or their successors.
And I will always endeavor (as in duty I am bound) to advance the peace and welfare of this
body or commonwealth, to my utmost skill and ability. And I will, to my best power and means,
seek to divert and prevent whatsoever may tend to the ruin or damage thereof, or of any the said
Governor, Deputy Governor, or Assistants, or any of them, or their successors, and will give
speedy notice to them, or some of them, of any sedition, violence, treachery, or other hurt or evil,
which I shall know, hear, or vehemently suspect, to be plotted or intended against the said
commonwealth, or the said Government established. And I will not, at any time, suffer or give
consent to any counsel or attempt, that shall be offered, given, or attempted, for the
impeachment of the said Government, or making any change or alteration of the same, contrary
to the laws and ordinances thereof; but shall do my utmost endeavor to discover, oppose and
hinder all and every such counsel and attempt. So help me God.October 1994 Vol. 2. No.
2Hunting PrentissI'll start my story by telling you the ending. Of the many goals I have set in
researching the family history, one of the major ones was to trace the Prentiss name back, all the
way back to the original immigrant. And now after all these years, I have finally done it.Because
of the fairly obvious English sounding name Prentiss, I had this gut feeling all along that sooner
or later I would hit upon a name that would break things wide open and take me back to the
original Prentiss. And true to form, it finally happened on an afternoon visit to the Orlando Public
Library in late June.My hunt for the Prentiss line started with Elizabeth, which in genealogical
terms isn't all that far back. I had a couple of family documents, including a letter addressed to



her regarding obtaining a copy of her birth certificate. It was sent by the state of Maine, and
although it didn't give her parent's name, it did give a date of birth and location.I sent for her birth
certificate, and several weeks later it came back, with Albert and Grace's name on it as her
parents. I took a ride to the Orlando Public Library and scanned the 1910 U.S. Census for the
Prentiss family up in Bangor. Sure enough, several hours later, I found Albert, Grace, Harland,
and Elizabeth, just a baby at that point. Among the important genealogical pieces of information
contained on this record were the ages of each individual, what state they were born in, where
their parents were born, and how many years Albert and Grace were married.The next part of
my story I've told before (Vol. 2 No. 1) in the article 'The Winchester Legacy'. As you know, I sent
for Albert and Grace's marriage certificate which told me who the parents were on both sides of
the family; Samuel Prentiss and Flora Winchester on the groom's side, and Joseph Brayman
and Christine Carr on the bride's side.I searched the 1900 U.S. Census for Samuel and Flora.
That told me when they both were married. Once I wrote to the town clerk of Holden, I received a
copy of the marriage entry from the town of Holden which gave me the next name in the Prentiss
line, Albion K.It was right around this time my Aunt Janice sent me a notepad Ken Bingham had
used on his trip to Maine in the 1970s, and in it was all the names of the people I had just paid
money to find; Joseph and Christine Brayman, Albion K. and Eliza Prentiss.Congratulations, guy.
You've just reinvented the wheel...Several of the pages in this notepad contained what were
obviously tombstone inscriptions, including that of Albion's, whose tombstone read:CORPL.
ALBION K. PRENTISSCO. B4 ME. INF.Albion was obviously a veteran, probably from the Civil
War.On one of my trips to the Orlando Public Library I discovered there was a special census
done in 1890 listing Civil War veterans and widows of veterans. The 1890 U.S. Census had been
destroyed in a fire, so this census is one of several used by genealogist to help bridge that gap. I
checked the index for Maine, and low and behold Albion showed up. At the bottom of each page
listed disabilities incurred by the veteran, if any.I checked the 1830 U.S. Census (although it
would only show heads of family) to see what Prentisses were living in Troy, Maine with a first
name starting with O. Two names popped up; Ozias and Otis.Ozias and Otis? It's got to be
Ozias. Otis is too young. Had to be one of the kids.But I had to make sure. I sent a letter off to the
town clerk of Troy, Janet Cropley, requesting a copy of Albion's birth entry if she had it. She did,
and sent me back a copy of the original town record, showing Ozias and Mary and the births of
all ten children. Albion was the baby.Ha! Knew it had to be Ozias!Better still, it gave the exact
birth dates and places for Ozias and Mary. Ozias was born in Sandisfield,
Massachusetts.diarrhea. Howlovely...As a sidenote, it was herethat I discoveredJoseph
E.Brayman wasalso a veteran ofthe Civil War.He was listedChronicjust several linesbelow Albion
on the same page.The next step was to write to the National Archives in Washington and
request a copy of Albion's pension papers. It arrived two months later, containing several pieces
of important genealogical information; birth date and location, marriage date and location,
names of children (confirming Samuel was his son), and date of death (documented in his
pension papers to stop the pension disbursements).With the information of his death on hand, I



sent for his death certificate from the town of Holden, hoping his parent's names would be on
there. It arrived several weeks later in the mail, but all it had was a partial name for his father; O.
Prentiss.O. Prentiss. Crap! Couldn't you have taken the time to spell the rest of the name?Piece
of cake!Exact date and location. No problemo...At least that'swhat I thought.At this point Ineed to
talk aboutone of the biggestresources I've usedin researching thefamily tree, the Mormon Family
Church. The Mormons believe families can be united forever, by making promises or
"covenants" to God. They also believe these covenants can be made on behalf of their
ancestors, and these ancestors have the opportunity to accept them in the spirit world. Thus,
they have taken upon themselves to copy many of the records found around the world which
would help an individual identify dead ancestors; town records, church records, tax records,
censuses, the list goes on and on. The depth and breath of information they have collected is
astounding. But whether you share in their beliefs or not, the Mormon's records are available to
all who want to use them.Birth entries of the Prentis family from Penobscot, Maine, including
Albion, born April the 6 1829.Like me.Their main library is in Salt Lake City, Utah. But there are
many other smaller libraries across the country where one can request most of the microfilmed
records from the main branch for a small rental fee. The whole process takes about three weeks,
from the time you order it until it arrives.With the information I had on Ozias, I went to one of the
local library branches from the Mormon Church and sent for town and vital records from
Sandisfield, Massachusetts. As I reached the end of the microfilm, I realized I hadn't seen a
single listing for a Prentiss; birth, marriage, or death.Jeez. Thought I'd see at least one...I
checked the 1790 U.S. Census for Massachusetts. Ozias was ten at that time, and it was a good
possibility that his family would still be living in the same area or near by, or that other Prentiss
families would pop up from that same area.Nothing. Not a single Prentiss living in or near the
town of Sandisfield.This is not making sense.I checked the map. Sandisfield bordered the state
of Connecticut.Maybe the border changed or he was actually born in Connecticut, and the
record is in the Connecticut records.I checked the Barbour records, a collection of vital records
for the state of Connecticut up to 1850. Again, no Ozias.I went back to the Mormon Family
library and sent another request for church records in the town of Sandisfield. When it arrived
three weeks later, I searched for the name Prentiss.Nothing. Not a single entry.I rolled the whole
situation over in my head. If I couldn't find Ozias's parents through the records, then maybe I
could find one of his brothers or sisters and check their records.It suddenly occurred to me that
when I had visited the graves of Ozias and Mercy at Webster Cemetery up in Maine, I had
noticed another headstone not too far away with the names Samuel and Deborah Prentiss
etched across the face of it. Samuel was born in the same time period as Ozias, and that made
me suspect the two were brothers. I took a couple of snapshots of Samuel's headstone, just in
case.Maybe I can check with the town clerk from Troy on Samuel. If they were brothers, there
might be some information on Samuel that'll give me a clue where to look.With the photograph I
was able to read the date of death for Samuel, and calculate his birth date based on the age
information given on the headstone. I gave Janet Cropley, town clerk of Troy, a call in an empty



conference room at work."Hello.""Hello Janet, this is Gary Wallster. You probably don't
remember me, but I was up in Maine last summer researching my family history.""Yes I
remember you. What can I help you with?""Well, I'm trying to find one of my ancestor's parents.
The town record you sent me says he was born in Sandisfield, Massachusetts, but I checked a
number of records there, and can't find a listing for a single Prentiss birth, marriage, or death.
There's a Samuel Prentiss buried not too far from Ozias, and I think they're brothers. Can you
check your records on Samuel and tell me if it lists a place of birth or perhaps the names of his
parents?""I'm doing it as we speak. Samuel Prentiss... When was he born?""Based on what it
says on his gravestone it looks like he was born around 1788.""Samuel and Deborah Prentiss.
Here it is. No, I don't see anything about where he was born or his parents.""Nothing?""Nope.
Nothing. Sorry."Damn."Sorry, wish I could have been of more help.""That's all right. I'll figure this
thing out. Thanks for your help."She hung up. I hung up, dejected.Now what are we going to do?I
spent a few more days brainstorming about the whole situation.Maybe his folks lived in a
different town, moved to Sandisfield for a few years where Ozias was born, then moved on to
another town.Not the most likeliest of situations, but certainly a possibility. I decided the best
thing to do was to get back to the Orlando Public Library and do some more digging. Check and
recheck some town histories, censuses, and other resources and see if I could come up with
something. The library is always bringing in new material.The first hour or so at the library was
rather uneventful. I had browsed through a number of sources, but it really took me that long to
warm up and get into the swing of things again.Boy it's been a long time since I've been
here.One of the reference books I grabbed was a book calledSoldiers, Sailors, and Patriots of
the Revolutionary War for Maine. Realizing Ozias's father could have been a Revolutionary War
Veteran, I scanned the names just to see what might pop up. Prentiss after Prentiss went by as I
reached the bottom of the list, and then, just as I was ready to close the book, a single word
jumped out; Sandisfield.Sandisfield! Valentine Prentiss, born in Woodbury, CT. Resided in
Sandisfield, MA! Died China (ME) 1822. That's got to be Ozias's father! It fits the profile!I shot
over to an aisle that contained a multitude of books on American Revolutionary soldiers. I
grabbed a reference book titled; Abstracts of Rev. War Pension Files. There was a slim chance
one or two of his children might be mentioned in the papers, maybe even
Ozias.PRENTISSValentine or Valentine Prentice, Cont & MA Line, S37316, BLW #749-100, appl
1 Apr 1818 Kennebec Co MA (ME) aged 72, sol was b at Woodbury CT.Nope. No Ozias. But he
served with a Massachusetts outfit!I shot over to the aisle for Massachusetts reference
materials. Massachusetts Soldiers & Sailors of the Revolutionary War.Prentice, Valentine,
Sandisfield (also given Vassalborough). Sergeant, Capt. Fowle's co., Col. Calvin Smith's regt.;
Continental Army pay accounts for service from Jan. 1, 1780, to Dec. 31, 1780; residence,
Sandisfield; credited to town of Sandisfield; also, descriptive list dated West Point, Jan. 25, 1781;
Col. John Greaton's (3d) regt.; age, 35 yrs.; stature, 5 ft. 81/2in.; complexion, dark; hair, dark;
eyes, gray; residence, Sandisfield; enlisted Jan. 1, 1777, by Lieut. Winchester; enlistment, during
war; also, list of men entitled to $20 or 200 acres of land, agreeable to resolve of March 5, 1801;



3d Mass. regt.; residence, Vassalborough.Prentiss Family in New England (1883). This meant
someone had been down this road before, and had probably researched the entire Prentiss line
back to the original immigrant. I scanned the family histories section of the library, praying the
library had this book.I don’t believe it! They've got it!I checked the index for Valentine, finding him
listed once again his wife Sarah and the kids including Ozias. Next to his name was the number
five in a superscript notation. It meant he was the a fifth generation Prentiss, and this wonderful
book was going to tell me who the previous four were!(End of Part I)I knew I was close. It had to
be him. But I still didn't a positive connection, the proof Valentine and Ozias were father and son.
I scurried back to the aisle for Maine reference materials. A three volume set sat on the top
shelf.Maine families in the 1790s.I had looked through this resource a long time ago. But as one
goes back another generation with a new name, all the reference materials need to be revisited.
I checked the index to Volume I for Prentiss.Nothing.I checked the index to Volume II for
Prentiss.Nothing.I pulled out the third volume and nervously scanned the index for Prentiss.
Ozias's name popped out, and then Valentine's. They were both indexed to the same page. I
knew what that meant. I had found my connection.Baby!Flipping quickly through the pages, the
listing for Valentine and Sarah and their children including Ozias told it all. Samuel was there too,
born in 1788. A shit eating grin spread across my face as I raced back to my little work desk at
the library. Several of the library patrons looked at me funny.Oh sweet mama...I couldn't believe
what I was reading. Listed in the initial paragraph was a reference to a book called The History &
Genealogy of the Prentice,The Genealogy BugYou follow many dead end trails As you search
through dusty files, You weaken your eyes with microfilm And travel miles and miles,You
rummage through church records And interview over the phone, You look for Grandma's
marriage And find she had children alone,You write many unanswered letters To people across
the sea,You find your great Uncle Zanzibar Was hung for shooting Aunt Bea,You ignore dust and
dishes You never vacuum the rug, You've caught a disease that has no cure You have the
genealogy bug.by Marcy HagelSTONE HUNTGrandma and Grandpa BinghamOf the many
times I have tracked down the burial site of an ancestor it is usually with a great deal of
excitement and anticipation that I go. It's a strangely wonderful and special experience, in that
it's an opportunity to touch a part of history; my ownpersonal history. In all the times I have done
this there have been only two occasions in which I didn't feel that excitement, that instead I felt
an unsettling nervousness in the pit of my stomach.The first time was when I visited the graves
of my father's parents in Braintree, Massachusetts. As I walked across the grass to their burial
sites the queasiness in my stomach heightened. Grandma and Grandpa Wallster lived in my
lifetime. They died in my lifetime. I even had a few brief memories of the both of them. As my
eyes focused in on a large brown headstone with the name WALLSTER chiseled across the face
of the stone, I thought to myself...How I wish I had more time to know you both... What I would
give to spend just one day with the both of you...I cried that day at the cemetery.The second time
I felt that strange unsettling feeling in my stomach was when I visited Clyde and Elizabeth's
graves in Melrose Cemetery, Brocton, Massachusetts. I have only one brief memory of



Elizabeth, and of course none of Clyde. The same emotions I felt for Grandma and Grandpa
Wallster surfaced with Grandma and Grandpa Bingham. They, as in the final years of their
marriage, were separated in different parts of the Cemetery.Clyde’s headstone was easy
enough to find. Straight on through past the caretaker’s office near a fence lining the perimeter of
the cemetery. His headstone was tipped at a funny angle. I pulled a small photograph of him
from my yellow manila folder.How I wish I could have known you... What I would give to talk to
you now...It's ironic in that the one grandparent who never knew I existed is the one I relate to the
most, the one I would like to meet more than any other.My perception of Clyde is he was a
philosophical man, who didn’t focus on the small problems of life, but rather on the potential it
had to offer. I’d like to think myself a bit of a philosopher in that sense, too.It's obvious Clyde had
a fascination for film making, a love of the arts, a desire to be an actor and to perform. I think
there must have been a disappointment in his heart for never achieving some of those
dreams.I've see the filming he did as a young man and think of the filming I did as a young man
and wonder what great home movies we could have made together.Elizabeth’s headstone
wasn’t difficult to find, either. It was tucked away near a couple of bushes, with a number of
larger husband and wife headstones dwarfing hers. Something struck me sad by my perceived
symbolism of it all.I only have one memory of Elizabeth, and that was a day when my mom took
me to the house in Brocton to drop off some bottled water. I can still see the image of her sitting
on a cot, just smiling at me. I suppose remembering somebody with a smile on their face is the
best way to be remembered.I don't have a dramatic story to tell in finding the burial sites of
Clyde and Elizabeth Bingham for obvious reasons. In genealogical terms they died quite
recently. The real drama that unfolded was in my heart and in my head. I didn't see them in a
historical sense, but more of a sad reality. After all, this was my mom's father and mother.Of the
many reasons I have in uncovering our family history, one of the main driving forces has been a
sadness in my heart for not ever having the opportunity to really know these people, and them
not really getting the opportunity to know me. Since I can't change this reality, I've chosen to
learn more about all our ancestors as some kind of substitute.What would they have thought of
all of this? Perhaps some day we will meet, in a world much different than this.From the
Editor...Over the years the genealogy department at the Orlando Public Library (OPL) has been
the center of my research efforts, for without it, I would never have gotten as far nor learned
nearly as much as I have. This is due to two main reasons; the enormous amount of research
materials available, and the staff which taught me how to use them. This department has been
considered one of the three best in Florida, and in the top twenty for genealogical research in
the nation.I share this with you because the genealogy department, through the infinite wisdom
of the head administrator Mr. Miller and against the wishes and advice of most everyone else,
has closed the department and scattered the collection to several parts of the library. The
reference materials are still there, but the staff, the heart of the department, is pretty much gone.
And as time passes the strength of the department will diminish, as it is watered down and
diffused with the rest of the library.A meeting was held between the board of trustees and the



general public. I was there along with a hundred or so others. We all had the opportunity to
speak. As the night went on one good point after another was made as to why breaking up the
department was such a bad idea. I thought you might like to hear some of the comments I made
that night.To start with, the initial spokesperson representing the board of trustees explained
how a quarter of a million dollars was spent on the department last year, but only $30,000 was
spent on new materials, the rest paying for salaries. Sounds just terrible, doesn't it?“So tell me
something”, I asked. “I heard you mentioning some numbers before about the cost associated
with keeping the genealogy department running (The fact that the library was currently operating
on a budget of $16 million had already been pointed out by another patron). How does that
compare to other departments within the library?”The spokesperson moved uneasily in his chair.
“Ah, well, what do you mean by that?""Well, is the genealogy department costing three times as
much, twice as much or about the same as other departments?""I don't know. I don't have any
numbers on that.""Do you know how many people use each of the departments during the
course of the year?""No, not really."“Well, these numbers don’t really tell me anything then. If
Genealogy department costs $250,000 to run it with two full-time librarians and attracts 20,000
patrons a year, but the Social Sciences department costs $1,000,000 to run with four full-time
librarians and attracts only 5000 patrons a year, I would say we’d be getting our money’s worth,
wouldn’t you?”I paused and looked at the spokesperson. He was turning red.“Do you see what I
mean?” I asked.He nodded his head slowly in agreement. I heard some giggling behind me.I
moved on to my next point."Let me ask you all something", I said facing the board of trustees.
"My understanding is none of you have every done genealogical research. Is that true?" They all
rattled their heads yes.“Genealogy isn’t like doing a research paper. If you want to do a report
about Ireland, you grab a couple of encyclopedias, pull out a few books, and copy the
information down and do your paper. But with genealogy you have to first figure out what
resources are available based on the time period your dealing with, then search through it and
hope you find something relating to your ancestor. Depending on what town, state, or country
you’re dealing with, the resources available are different, the rules you play by constantly
change. It's hard enough to do this research without having to be concerned about what part of
the library you need to go to find the resource you need.”"There's another thing to consider in all
this. Yes, it's important to keep the collection together in one location, but what about the staff?
When I first started my genealogical research, I read a couple of books, took a few classes, but
the real learning curve went on at this library. It was the staff who taught me what to do, showed
me where to look, and suggest alternatives when I ran into a brick wall with some ancestor."I
was a bit nervous. My mouth was drying out."I'm a computer programmer for AT&T. It's funny to
say but programming isn't all that different from doing genealogy. At work we have problems or
bugs with the system. We track them back, by checking through programs or documentation,
until we find out where the problem originally came from.""One thing I've learned in an
environment like that is the importance of having a lot of other programmers around to talk to
when I run into a problem I can't solve. In genealogy you need that same sort of thing, a place



where the staff can work together, learn from one another and bring up the general knowledge of
everyone for such a specialized field.""We need to keep the collection together, and we need to
keep the staff together. They represent the heart of the department, the core, and if you take that
away, the genealogy department will loose it's focus." At this point the crowd began to applaud,
and I figure I had said enough for one night. I went back to my chair.I think the final decision was
made long before the meeting was ever scheduled. It’s really quite a shame. For me, in terms of
doing research, I’ll be just fine. I’ve gone through my learning curve. It’s the future genealogists
who are the real losers. They’re the ones who’ll give up sooner because the whole process will
be that much more difficult.GRWThe Land of Ozias and OtisIn the January 1994 issue under the
STONE HUNT column I had described my visit to Webster Cemetery in Troy, Maine. There I
visited the grave sites of Ozias and Marcy Prentiss as well as stumble across the tombstone of
Samuel and Hannah Thompson. This all happened because of the help of the town clerk, Janet
Cropley. She had in her possession a book published in 1977 on the 150th anniversary of the
founding of Troy, and in the back was a listing of the different cemeteries and the names of those
buried there. Coincidentally, at the same time I had contacted her the book was being
republished. Janet asked if I wanted to buy a copy."Yeah! That'd be great!"What I hadn't told you
in my experience was that Webster Cemetery was actually bordered by two roads. There was
the one I traveled down (which at one time was the main road through Troy) and a second road
which connected in a 'T' intersection along the backside of the cemetery. As I photographed the
cemetery from different angles, one of the pictures I took was from the back of the cemetery,
where this second road ran along and disappeared over a hill. As I stared down this second road
I got the strangest feeling inside.I wonder where the hell that thing goes?I debated whether or
not to take a ride down this second road, but as it was Sunday afternoon and I was flying back
home early the next day, I decided against it because of the little time left. Still, I had a funny
feeling about that lonely narrow road which disappeared over the hill.A few months later the
book I had ordered from Janet Cropley arrived, and in it contained some wonderful information
about the history of Troy along with a number of old photographs and documents. As I read the
book and browsed many of the pages over and over, I came across one page near the back
which contained an old map of Troy. This map not only showed the roads that crisscrossed Troy
but it also had in very tiny writing the names of families plotted across the map.Hey! I wonder if
Ozias and Marcy are on this map?I scanned the map for the name Prentiss. The print wasn't the
greatest. Some of the names were blurred to the point they were unreadable. But a few minutes
later, I found a K. Prentice on the map.K. Prentice? I wonder who that is?Close by, a J. Prentice
showed, and then finally - an O. Prentice.That must be Ozias!Further down the same road was
another O. Prentice.Whoops! Well, one of them is Ozias, the other has got to be Otis(his son).
Let's figure out where the heck they lived.I pulled out my atlas of Maine and turned to the section
which showed the town of Troy. I matched one of the main roads up to the old map, then one of
the side roads, and on and on until I narrowed the area in which they lived to the current map. It
was getting obvious I had been very close to the land the Prentices' lived on. On the old map,



just up the road from where Ozias and Otis lived, was a small square of land with the word Cem
pointing at it.A cemetery? Oh, crap. That's Webster Cemetery!The road which ran perpendicular
to the cemetery and disappeared over a hill was the road and Ozias and Otis lived on a century
and half earlier. Had I a copy of the book while I was in Maine, I could have traveled down the
road and seen the land they both lived on.Oh, well. A missed opportunity...In retrospect it's really
no surprise that Ozias and the rest of the family lived near Webster Cemetery. They were buried
at the cemetery they lived near. But if by some miracle I should return to Maine and the town of
Troy, I'll check the land deeds first and determine which O. Prentiss lived at what location, then
take a trip down that narrow dirt road, hang a right at the cemetery, and see the land the Prentice
families lived on.From the Files of...Valentine Prentiss, veteran of the American
Revolution.Comonwealth of Massachusetts.I Valentine Prentiss, aged seventy two years, a
citizen of the U. States, born in Woodbury in Connecticut, but now of Harlem in the District of
Maine upon oath testify and declare, that in January 1777 I enlisted as a sergeant into the
continental service of the U. States, for the period of during the war, against the common enemy
into the company commanded by Capt Alexander, and regiment commanded by Col. Edward
Wigglesworth of the Massachusetts line. I was afterwards transferred into Col. John Graten's
regiment ofthe Massachusetts line. Under this enlistment I served until November 1783, when I
took my honorable discharge from the army at New Windsor or Snake Hill in New York. The
discharge, after it was nearly worn out, I gave to Mr. Rodington to carry to Boston. I have not
seen it since. I had previously served a year in the continental service from Jan 7 1776 to Jan 7
1777 in Col. Asa Whitcomb's regiment of the Massachusetts line. I was in battle on board the
fleet on Lake Champlain in 1776 under Gen Arnold, and in the battle of the seventeenth October
1777 against Gen Burgoine, and at the battle of Monmouth. I wintered one winter at Valley
Forge. I am indigent, and in need of the pension of the government and have ben blind three
years. And I do hereby relinquish all my claim to every pension heretofor allowed me by the laws
of the U. States, if any; but I am not to my knowledge borne on any pension list whatever. I
request that I may be put on to the pension list for the District of Maine.hisValentine X Prentiss
markJanuary 1995 Vol. 2. No. 3Hunting Prentiss(Part II)(Part I of ‘Hunting Prentiss’ concluded
with the dramatic discovery of The History & Genealogy of the Prentice, Prentiss Family in New
England (1883), a book detailing all the descendants from the original immigrant up to Ozias
Prentiss, great great grandfather of Elizabeth)I flipped through a number of pages to find Ozias
and the listing on his family, using my finger as a bookmark for the paragraph on Valentine.50.
Ozias6Prentis, son of Valentine and Sarah; m., Aug. 24, 1804, Mercy, dau. of Reuben Grindall, of
Castine, Me. Went to sea three years before he m.; and about 1804 went to China, Me., for six
years; then removed to Plymouth, Me., in 1810, and resided there about fourteen years, when, in
1824, he settled on a farm in Troy, Me., and d. there Sept. 23, 1867; his wife d. Nov 3, 1867. He
accumulated a good property, was a selectman of Plymouth several years. Children:I. George
W.7, July 7, 1805.II. Deborah7, b. Aug. 11, 1807; m. -----Jackson, of Detroit, Me.
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